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(ABSTRACT)

This work presents a centralized control scheme applied to a power system. The

g scheme has adaptive characteristics which allow the controller to keep track of the

changing power system operating point and to control nonlinear functions of state var-

iables. Feedback to the controller is obtained from phasor measurements at chosen

power system buses, generator field voltage measurements, and state estimators. Con-

trol effort is aimed at minirnizing the oscillations and influencing the power system state

trajectory through the control of linear and nonlinear functions of state variables during

a power system disturbance.

The main contributions of this dissertation are the simultaneous introduction and

utilization of measurement based terms in the state and output equations in the deriva-

tion and implementation of the control law, the study of limits on controller perform-

ance as the state residual vector becomes very large, and the simulation of the

performance of local state estimators to prove the need for faster phasor measurement

systems.

E
The test system is a hypothetical 39-Bus AC power system consisting of typical com-

ponents which have been sufficiently modelled for the simulation of power system per-

formance in a dynamic stability study.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The dynamic stability of an electric power system can be enhanced substantially

through the application of appropriate control input signals during a disturbance. The
I

control input signals are normally applied to the excitation and speed-governing systems

of each generator. An adaptive control scheme will be studied in this work. An essential

component of this planned adaptive scheme are the phasor measurement systems located

at appropriately chosen power system buses. Real—time phasor measurements performed

on the power system allow the presently existing power system state to be known at any

time. Results of these phasor measurements, together with those of the state estimators

and field voltage measurement systems, are brought to a power system control center

through fast communication links. The control input signals_are then computed by a

controller situated in this centralized location and brought back to the appropriate

control elements.
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This work is about a new development on optimal controllers applied to a nonlinear

power system. Much of the past work on optimal controllers assumed a linear regulator

acting on a very small power system. In the present work, a system-wide centralized

controller acting on a reasonably large AC power system will be studied. The controller

has mechanisms to keep track of changing power system operating point and to control

nonlinear functions of the state variables. Unlike the optimal regulator approach, the

present formulation has adaptive characteristics which allow the postfault steady-state

condition of the power system to be different from the prefault operating point.

The optimal controller assumes the following system equations :

XO) = AXO) + EIZO) +[O)

IO) = CXO) + .:O)

The cost function is

1 °° T Tl(.U)=? [ll R.U+(X—Yd)Q(X—Xd)] dt
to

where _X„(1) is the target trajectory for the output vector _X(r).

A recent work [77] has taken into account the existence of the state residual {(1) but

with ;(1) =Q. With the introduction of the output residual ,s(1), control of nonlinear

power system state variables and their functions become possible. The residual vectors

{(1) and s(1) represent power system nonlinearities (such as the higher order terms in the

Taylor's series expansion) and possible changes in power system configuration and op-

erating point during a disturbance.
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llsing the results of phasor and field voltage measurements, the value of any element

of' X(z) at any time is known either from direct mcasurements or from state estimators

which make use of the measurements. Mathematical models of the system components

arc assumed to be known and are used to compute the real-time value ofX(t). Elements

of _X(1) are measurable quantities (such as bus voltages) which are to be controlled,

hence, they are also known in real time. The residual terms are thereby cffectively

"measured" through the power system equations :

[lr) = Xlr) — AXlr) — B.lllr)

slr) = Xlr) — £Xlr)

Two figures illustrate the control scheme to bc studied in this work. Figure 1.1 is drawn

from a functional viewpoint while Figure 1.2 is drawn from a more dynamical perspec-

tive. In both cases, a centralized controller is assumed which continually communicates

with the control elements and measurement systems through fast communication links

[67]. The control elements consist of devices which apply the control input signals to the

generator excitation and speed-governing systems. The measurement systems consist

of the phasor and field voltage measurements, and the state estimators whose outputs

are used for feedback to the controller.

In this work, controller performance will be evaluated and studied through simulation.

A typical, medium-sized AC power system will be assumed in the simulations. Subsc-

quent chapters will deal with some details pertaining to the simulation procedure itself
l

and with some important questions related to the centralized controller and the State

estimators. In many of the simulation studies in this work, the output vector X will

contain nonlinear functions of the controller state variables (i.e., generator terminal

Introduction
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voltages). In the chapter on the centralized controller, power system response to various

types of optimal controllers will be studied. Variations are mainly in the choice of vari-

ables for the control input vector _Q(t), for the state vector X(t), and for the output vector

X(t). In two cases, a different feedback matrix A was chosen to induce large state resi-

dual terms. In another case, power system response to several local controllers (instead

of one centralized controller) is dealt with. In two more cases, the effects of varying the

elements of the Q matrix in the cost function are studied. ln the chapter on state esti-

mators, interaction between the centralized controller and decentralized state estimators

is assumed. As stated earlier, feedback to the centralized controller is provided by the

measurement systems and the output of the state estimators. An interesting question

which arises is the effect of reducing the phasor measurement rate on the controller

feedback and power system response. This question is motivated by the upper limits on

measurement rates imposed by presently existing measurement systems. The chapter

on state estimators will determine if detrimental effects are introduced by the reduced

phasor measurement rate. The last chapter of this work will deal with conclusions based

on the results of this work and some recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

The use of excitation systems in the automatic voltage regulation of synchronous

generators under varying load conditions has been a widely accepted practice for decades

[78, 79]. Due to the relative slowness of the dynamics of these systems, their effects on
ithe

transient stability of a power system were not considered great. Transient stability

studies (covering a time span of one second or less) normally represented generators by

voltages behind their respective transient reactances [78, 79]. Dynamic stability studies

(covering a time span of several seconds), however, which went beyond the first power

system swing following a disturbance normally included existing excitation systems in

the generator representations.

The significant capability of excitation systems to enhance or destroy the dynamic

stability of the power system has caused great active research efforts to be expended on

them. Initially, research has been in the direction of studying the benefits and potential

harm provided by excitation systems with fixed reference signals [l]. Later on, research
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was directed towards various methods to derive appropriate input signals to the

excitation systems which were superimposed on the reference signals for at least a period

of time [l-33 , 40, 42, 43, 45, 47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 57-60, 65-67, 69, 73, 75-77]. The methods

were aimed not only to counteract the potential dangers but to turn their existence to

advantage by using them to enhance power system dynamic stability.

DeMel1o and Concordia [1] carried out a detailed study of the effects of an excitation

system applied to a single machine connected to an infinite bus. The influence of the

voltage-regulator-exciter system on the synchronizing and damping torques of the ma-

chine under various operating conditions was dealt with. Using a linearized system

model about the nominal operating point, they have shown that the excitation system

contributed substantial positive synchronizing torques under most conditions while

contributing negligible negative synchronizing torques in rare situations. An important

result shown was the existence of substantial negative damping torques originating from

a high-gain excitation system under easily attainable conditions. These resulted in either

a highly oscillatory or unstable power system behavior following a disturbance. The

authors pointed out the use of suitable input signals derived from either the machine

speed, terminal frequency, or terminal power to provide a sufficient amount 'of positive

damping during a disturbance. Using the linearized model, they have established some

basic observations and guidelines in the choice of a transfer function (single-input

single-output) for the power system stabilizer (PSS). In particular, they simulated the

performance of some speed-sensitive PSS’s. Parameter settings in the PSS transfer

functions were determined by trial and error.

Systematic determination of PSS transfer function parameters using shaft speed, elec-

trical power, or frequency as input signals to the stabilizers has been proposed
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[2-12,16-22]. Many of these methods. used an infinite bus to represcnt the part of the

power system extemal to the generator to be equipped with a stabilizer. Root locus [4],

frequency response [4,6,7,10], and optimal output feedback pole assignment [8,9] meth-

ods have been tested in off-line studies. On-line fine tuning of stabilizer settings have

also been carried out [6,7]. Laboratory implementation of a digital controller designed

using s-domain and mapping techniques to derive the stabilizing signal applied to the

generator exciter has also been reported [10]. These design methods were aimed mainly

at damping out local electromechanical modes of oscillations.

Some papers have appeared on stabilizers designed to damp out tie-line power oscil-

lations [11,12] as well. Bollinger, et.al. [ll] determined first the external plant transfer

function G(s) from the bode plot obtained using conventional frequency response tech-

niques. G(s) assumed the signal to the automatic voltage regulator (stabilizer output)

as its input and the generator electric power (stabilizer input) as its output. The root

locus method was then used to determine the parameters of the controller transfer

function I-I(s) for improved system damping. Bollinger and Windsor [12] measured the

tie-line power and fed it to the stabilizer through a frequency modulated communication

link. The transfer function relating the disturbance and stabilizer-derived signal to the

tie-line power was used to obtain the closed-loop characteristic equation

1 + Grts(S)G,r(~=)H„(¤) = 0 (2-1)

Stabilizer parameters were chosen to maintain stability of the control loop within ac-

ceptable gain and phase margins.

Although these papers considered overall system performance to some degree, they

assumed specific stabilizer locations in the power system without justifying them.

Literature Review _ 9



Hence, they did not necessarily represent the most effective form of power system sta-

bilization. Out ofeconomic, practical, and theoretical considerations, it was not deemed

appropriate to install a PSS at every generator location in a multimachine system

[13-21]. ln most cases, it was sufficient to install a single PSS for an entire inertia group

of generators. Moreover, an inertia group did not necessarily require a stabilizer.

DeMello, et.al. [13] proposed a sequential procedure, backed up by power system

simulations, to address the problem of PSS site selection in a multimachine system The

method was applied to a multimachine system which exhibited dynamic instability and

poor damping of several inter-machine modes of oscillation. A machine represented ei-

ther a single unit or an inertia group. The effectiveness of placing a PSS at a particular

machine location was evaluated by observing the improvement in damping of the lower

frequency modes associated with the machine swing equations. An ideal PSS was in-

troduced as one where the gain

Sa = (2-2)

was constant. The first stabilizer location was determined by placing an ideal PSS with

nonzero gain at various locations, one machine at a time. The most effective location

was one where the greatest improvement in the damping of the lowest frequency me-

chanical mode was achieved. Assuming a realistic speed-sensitive PSS installed at the

newest location, a simulation of power system behavior was performed to determine the

need for additional stabilizers. lf so, the process was repeated for machines which still

did not have a PSS while observing the damping of the next lower frequency mechanical

mode of oscillation. Power system simulation was once more performed, taking into
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account the existence of new and previously established PSS locations. The process was

terminated when simulation results showed adequate damping characteristics.

Hiyama [14] presented a coherency-based scheme for the identification of optimum

sites for PSS applications. Arguing that use of a stabilizer in a generator belonging to

a certain coherent group did not improve modes of oscillations exhibited by a different

coherent group, he proposed the use of a single stabilizer in each group placed at an

optirnally chosen generator location. Using the coherency index

m

Ä; Ißörüwk) — ^ö)(]w1«)l (2-3)
k=l

where wk denoted one of the m generator electromechanical modes and A6, the rotor

angle deviation, coherent inertia groups of generators in the power system were identi-‘

fied. The best PSS location in each coherent group was then identified using the per-

formance index

0 f ¢ Ga

Based on the results for a 39-Bus power system, it was concluded that the best way to

stabilize the poorly damped modes of oscillation in each ofthe four coherent groups was

to attach the PSS to the central generator (i.e., the generator that was "most" coherent

to every other generator in the group).

Abdalla, et.al. [15] presented an altemative sequential procedure for the selection of

the "best" machines to be equipped with a power system stabilizer. The objective of
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placing a PSS in a machine location was to apply an input signal which created a posi-

tive damping torque (in-phase with the speed) in the corresponding swing equation. The

criteria used in the selection was the amount of leftward shift in the complex plane lo-

cation of the eigenvalues related to the rotor oscillations as damping terms were sys-

tematically introduced in increasing magnitudes in the swing equations, one machine at

a time. Two quantities were defined in the paper.

NRP = Real Part of Eigenvalue With Kd Positive (Z5)
Real Part of Eigenvalue With Kd Zero

Kd = Coeflicient of Damping Introduced in the Swing Equation (2.6)

Assuming an initially stable system, the value of NRP for a given Kd was a measure of

the effectiveness of' placing a PSS in the machine where additional damping was intro-

duced in terms of damping out the mechanical mode associated with the computed

NRP. Stabilizers were installed as long as improvements in the mechanical mode

eigenvalue locations were significant. The process was terminated as the NRP’s ap-

proached the value of unity regardless of PSS location.. In the computation of' system

eigenvalues for a PSS location being tested, previously installed PSS’s were accounted

for (thus increasing system size) . Settings for the PSS’s were determined by trial and

error, as a compromise between improvement ir1 damping of critical eigenvalues and the

deterioration in damping of other system eigenvalues.

The next problem in the stabilization ofmultimachine systems using a number ofPSS’s

was the coordinated tuning of parameters [I6-21]. Solutions have been proposed either

to assign resulting closed-loop eigenvalues to specific locations or specific domains in the

complex s—plane or to cause the machines to exhibit desired damping characteristics.
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Fleming, et.al. [16] utilized the small signal transfer function from the voltage regulator

reference Ae,,, of the machine where the stabilizer was to be applied to the speed devi-

ation pö, of that machine. Mutual machine interactions were not explicitly included in

the local closed-loop transfer functions which were used mainly to compute for the pa-

rameters of the stabilizer in the corresponding locations. Stabilizer locations were cho-

sen using the sequential procedure suggested in reference [13].

Gooi, et.al. [17] proposed an iterative procedure based on complex frequency analysis

in which the parameter settings of all PSS’s in the power system were coordinated so as

to yield desired effective damping coefficients in each machine. Mutual machine inter-

actions were taken into account, thus avoiding the rightward drift in the complex plane

of the mechanical mode eigenvalues. The drift characterized procedures which deter-

mined PSS settings without including mutual machine interactions [16]. The paper by

Gooi assumed a speed sensitive PSS with the generalized transfer function denoted by

In each machine, the mutual interactions were represented through a linearized model

which extended the one originally used by DeMel1o and Concordia [1]. The model used

for machine
’i’

in block diagram form is shown in Figure 2.1. Every machine was re-

presented by the given block diagram whose values were partial derivatives evaluated at

the nominal operating point. To determine the synchronizing and damping torque

contribution to every machine from every source in the system, the system signal flow

graph had to be constructed and the general gain formula
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_ yout _ Gkgk

G ‘ vr., ‘ rz @8)
k=l

had to be used. A truth table to map interactions of various nodes in the system was

used to facilitate the use of the preceding formula. Assuming known mechanical mode

eigenvalues within each iteration, each electrical torque contribution to every machine

was decomposed into a synchronizing and a damping component (with s = A,). Thus,

each machine was described by a second-order differential equation with modified syn-

chronizing and damping torque coefficients. These coefiicients were the composite sums

of the damping and synchronizing components of the electrical torques from every

source in the system. For each machine, the torque component produced by the

regulator-exciter action in response to the speed-derived signal was

_^T¢a = K2,aaGr1(~*)^ Vs;
= Kz.aaG„—a(S)Gn(¤)A<¤a (29)
= D¢iA(0i

where '

Gi,i(s) = transfer function of the ith reactive loop (2.10)

Dei = desired positive damping coefiicient from ith stabilizer (2.11)

For maximum positive damping, AT}, must be in-phase with Aw,. This requirement,

imposed on each machine at every iteration was expressed by

[Gi.i(s) + [GFi(s) = 0 (2.12)
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The procedure was repeated at every iteration until the desired damping coeflicients were

obtained.

Doi and Abe [18] proposed the use of eigenvalue sensitivity analysis and linear algebra

to assign the resulting closed-loop eigenvalues to specified regions in the complex s-

plane. These regions were determined such that each open-loop eigenvalue ,1,, was

shifted by at least Aa, to the left, while vertical movements were limited to at most

j; yw,,. The minimized objective function was the weighted sum of individual PSS gains.

The proposed method allowed the sirnultaneous determination of the most effective PSS

location and synthesis of the required transfer functions. lt also tended to damp out all

local and inter-area modes of oscillations. Its drawback was its reliance on a

linearization which assumed small changes in the eigenvalues (caused by corresponding

changes in PSS parameters).

Lim and Elangovan [19] used the complex frequency approach to determine the ap-

propriate PSS parameters that would set the mechanical mode eigenvalues to specified

locations in the complex plane. The state vector x consisted of rotor angles and speeds.

Each stabilizer was assumed to have two unknown parameters. After incorporating the

PSS transfer functions into the original system of equations, closed-loop system

equations became

[sl - Z(s)]x = 0 (2.13)

where Ä(s) was an operational transfer matrix. Assuming k PSS’s to be installed, it was

shown that the condition

Is]- Ä(s)I = 0 , s = sl,s;,...,.g,.g*,...,sk,sk,s,: (2.14)
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was equivalent to k second—order characteristic equations

2 __ -_
9 +A;9 +13; —ß;9Z9G(9) -1 — 1k (2-15)

where F!(s) was the transfer function of the jth stabilizer. The problem was posed such

that the k eigenvalue pair (s/,sj) were known while the parameters 7], and IQ of each

stabilizer were to be determined. Moreover, the terms j§„fQ„/§„,b, in the jth characteristic

equation were constants if all other PSS settings except those of F](s) were known. An

iterative procedure was developed from these observations. Initial estimates for the

'I],’s and
IQ’s

were assumed. Iteration steps then consisted of improving the estimates

7],,IQ by using the second-order characteristic equations and current estimated values of

the other parameters. The procedure was terminated until convergence was achieved for

all values of PSS parameters. .

Chen and Hsu [21] proposed an efficient solution to the exact eigenvalue assignrnent

problem. Assurning known PSS locations, each transfer function used had four param-

eters of which two were unknown (stabilizer gain IQ and a numerator parameter T„).

These parameters were determined to assign m eigenvalue pairs corresponding to the

electromechanical modes to specified locations. The authors succeeded in decomposing

the known eigenvalue requirements through a decentralized modal control algorithm

into 2m simultaneous equations for the 2m unknowns. Thus,

= 0 , i= 1,2,...,2m (2.16)

A numerical iterative procedure (e.g.,the Newton·Raphson method) was then used to

solve the 2m simultaneous equations.
‘
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Lefebvre [20] used a linear algebra approach to solve the coordinated PSS tuning

problem. The question of parameter optimization was posed as an eigenvalue assign-

ment problem. The form of the PSS transfer function was assumed known with the

parameters still to be optimized. The parameters to be set were defined as elements of

a real matrix K, . State variables arising from the introduction of PSS's were included

in the state vector. The linearized equations which included the effects of the stabilizers

were described by

X=AX+BU=AX+BKdX (2.17)
= (A + BKdC)X

U was the vector of input signals to the excitation systems while Y was the vector of

machine speeds. An algorithm was derived based on the parametrization of the vector

of specified eigenvalues Ä and required settings K, .

^.(r) = A., + '(A — Ao) (2-18)

Kd(r) = matrix of PSS settings giving rise to X,(r) (2.19)

There, Ä, was the vector of eigenvalues corresponding to K,(0), the matrix of initially

assumed settings. The submatrix K(r) was defined to consist of the nonzero rows and

columns of K,(r) (or11y k < NG machines will have installed PSS’s). The paper has

shown the following relation to be true:

I'
.• .s

K(r) = K(0) + jo [P + (s)(A — A0) + V(s)a(s)]ds (2.20)
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where P*(r) was the Moore-Penrose pseudo- inverse (general right inverse) of P(r) de-

rived from the system eigenvectors at K,,(r). The term V(r)a(r), which could be arbitrarily

set to zero, allowed the optirnization of a cost function under the specified constraint

of eigenvalue assignment. Lefebvre selected a(r) to minirnize the shifting of the

eigenvalues that were not specified in the problem formulation. °

The previously described fixed-parameter controllers have been designed to operate

best under a given nominal power system operating point. Under a given disturbance

(permanent or temporary) from this operating point the performance of the controllers

may get degraded. The use of digital adaptive controllers to stabilize a power system

has been a subject of research for some years now [23-3l]. In particular, the self-tuning

type has received substantial attention with generator excitation control being the in-

tended application [23-31]. A block diagram of a selfltuning adaptive regulator taken

from reference [25] is shown in Figure 2.2. In self-tuning adaptive control studies, a

model was assumed for the system to be controlled. This model had parameters which

were identified at every sampling instant based on output and input measurements using

a suitable algorithm (e.g., a form of recursive least squares) [23-35]. The updated pa-

rameters were then used to synthesize the control input signal to satisfy some criteria

(e.g., pole-shifting or minimum output variance) [23-27,29-31,33-35]. Hsu and Liou [28]

proposed adaptive techniques to derive the equivalent parameters of a proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) PSS in real time. Cheng, et.al. [29] simulated adaptive con-

trollers which stabilized a multimachine power system. Model parameters of a particular

unit were identifiedl using purely local measurements of the input and output signals.

Stating that present measurements actually reflected existing power conditions, the au-

thors were able to justify their method. Malik, et.al. [27] proposed a multi·micro-

computer based dual-rate self-tuning scheme to increase the control rate five times which
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in turn improved controller performance. Use of a lower identification rate helped in

eliminating unrnodeled system dynamics in the parameter estimates. At every instant

that the control input signal had to be updated, the controller used the most recent value

of these estimates. Improvements were reported over the single-board implementation

which used identical rates for estimation and control.

At present, the use of adaptive excitation control techniques for power system sta-

bilization are still in the simulation stage.

The above schemes employing single-input single-output transfer functions have been

referred to as conventional controllers. Controllers employing multiple-input multiple-

output transfer functions derived from Optimal Control Theory have produced other

schemes referred to as optimal controllers. Although some of these devices are admit-

tedly sub-optimal, the term has been applied to the entire class of controllers.

This literature review will now consider optimal controllers which aim at minimizing

the deviations of defined power system "state" variables from some nominal or target

values over time by applying control input signals to either or both excitation and

speed-governing systems of each generator [42-45, 47-54, 57-60, 65-67, 73, 75-77]. In

particular, stabilizers with control laws derived from quadratic cost functions will be

dealt with. Optimal controllers employing other means or other performance criteria

[36-41, 55, 56] will not be considered.

Yu,et.al. [47] was the first to propose the use ofan optimal controller for power system

dynamic stabilization. The method presented by the authors was applied to a single

salient·pole synchronous machine connected to an infinite bus. The machine was as-

sumed to have a second-order exciter-voltage-regulator system where the first input sig-
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nal was applied, a third-order govemor-hydraulic system where the second input signal

was applied, and a third-order synchronous machine (including the swing equations).

These models determined the choice and size of the state vector used to design the op-

timal controller. The scheme made use of complete state vector feedback and a linear

control law. Givcn the system of equations

x = Ax + Bu (2.21)

where x was the vector of state deviations from their nominal values and a quadratic cost

functional

l
T

J = -27 (x'Qx + u'Ru)dt (2.22)
0

the optimal control input signals were given by the control law

u = - R_1B'Kx (2.23)

where K was the solution to the steady-state Riccati equation

— A'K—— KA + KBR”lB’K- Q = 0 (2.24)

The closed-loop system was thus given by

x = (A — BR—1B'K)x (2.25)

The matrix Q in the cost functional was determined using a trial and error approach.

Elements of the matrices for Q and R were varied until the "best" optimal performance

was achieved.
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Fosha and Elgerd [48] shortly applied the previous principles to the two-area

megawatt-frequency control problem. Each coherent area was assumed to have a tur-

bine control arrangement such that the control input signal could be defined as the in-

cremental change in the speed changer position. The complete state and control input

vectors were

X = [xl x2 x9]T (2.26)

U = [ul u2]T (2.27)

where

*1 = I^P¤1¢,1d* = _[Ti2(*2 — *6)d¢

x2 = IAAdt x6 = v|'A_/Edt

x3 = Afi _x7 = Ah (2.28)
*4 = APGI *8 = APG2
*s = AXGVI *9 = AXGV2
“1 = APCI V2 = Apcz

Here, APO, was the incremental change in generated power in area i, Aj] the incremental

change in frequency, AXOV, the incremental change in speed govemor position, and

AP,,,_, the incremental change in tie-line power from area i. The system equations were

then expressed as

X= AX+ BU+ l“APd (2.29)
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where AP, was the vector of incremental changes in demand power. For the direct ap-

plication of results from the optimal linear regulation problem, the state vector was re-

defined as the deviation from its steady-state value.

x‘
= x — x„ (2.30)

Thus,

x' = Axl + BU ,Xl(0) = - xs, (2.31)

Several cases corresponding to changes in relative values of nonzero elements of Q and

R were then presented. In one of the cases, the performance measure (cost function)

was the expression

_ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
J-(Aß) +(A_/Q) +(APüc_l) +(fAßdt) +vI~(Aßdt) +ul +u2 (2.32)

from which the appropriate Q and R matrices were deduced. The paper stated that

controller performance can be improved by using all available information from the state

vector as opposed to using only the information on tie-line power and frequency devi-

ations (as in most control strategies that were then presently existing). Moreover, for

weakly coupled coherent areas, independent individual suboptimal controllers may be

used in each area with satisfactory results. This was demonstrated by Feliachi in a much

later paper [54].

In the paper by Yu and Siggers [49], comparison was made between the performance

of two types of conventional stabilizers, power-derived and speed-derived, and that of

an optimally derived controller. All three methods substantially improved system
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darnping and thus established optimal control as a serious alternative to the use of con-

ventional stabilizing signals. Comparison was made both for the single-machine and

multimachine systems. For each machine, twelve state variables were used in the simu-

lation program arising from a fifth—order machine model, a third-order exciter, and a

fourth-order speed governor. The design of the optimal controller, however, assumed

constant shaft power and dcfmed only four measurable state variables in each machine

given by the vector [Aw AK AK. AK]'. The linear control law was derived to minimize

a quadratic performance index J for several cases using various weighting factors for Qand R. ‘
In the first of two joint papers by Yu and Moussa [42], a new formula for the sensi-

tivity of the real and imaginary parts of the stable eigenvalues of the Zn x Zn matrix M

with respect to changes in the diagonal elements Aq of the Q matrix in the quadratic

performance measure was developed. The matrix M was given by

A — BR-IB'
M = (2.33)

- Q - A·

and use was made of its properties and eigenvectors to derive the sensitivity expressions

S(i,j) = öl,/öq]. Denoting the number of distinct real parts in the set of closed-loop

eigenvalues by m and the shift in the ith distinct real part by A{(1) , a weighted total real

shift E was defmed. _

Z = ßiA5(!) + ßzAC(2) (2-34)

The positive
ß’s

were chosen so as to implement a leftward shift of the dominant

eigenvalues (stable eigenvalues closest to the right-hand side of complex plane) while
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basically maintaining the locations of the other eigenvalues. The adjustments of the di-

agonal elements of Q were in the direction of steepest descent,

Aq=—k¢,k>O (2.35)

The process of updating the diagonal elements of Q was repeated until a satisfactory

eigenvalue shift was made or until practical controller limits were reached (e.g. extremely

large elements in the gain matrix K). This method ofdetermining the diagonal elements

of the matrix Q was then used to study several cases of optimal controller applications.

All this applications pertained to a single machine connected to an infinite bus. The

cases covered included:

_ l.Optimal excitation control without optimal govemor control

2.0ptimal govemor control (without optimal excitation control) with and without

dashpot

3.Combined excitation and speed-govemor control

The authors arrived at the following conclusions:

l.Optimal govemor control without dashpot provided a comparable quality of

control to that of optimal excitation control.

2.Combined excitation and speed-governor control provided an even better

controller performance.

Utilizing the results of their first joint paper, Yu and Moussa [50] considered the

question of including complete system dynamics in the design of the optimal controller.
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Various possibilities were considered for a three~machine system. The first two cases

included system dynamics at all locations in the power system to design the controller.

In the first case, the control input signal was assumed to exist in one machine only while

in the second case, control input signals were applied at every machine. The third (one

independent controller) and fourth (independent controller in each machine) cases cap-

tured local dynamics only in the design of the controllers, i.e., the rest of the power

system outside each machine was assumed to be an infinite bus.

lt was found that the controller of Case 2 performed better than that of Case l while

that of Case l performed better than that of Case 3. The last case which made use of

individual machine controllers designed locally was detrirnental to overall system stabil-

ity. The paper showed the need to include machine dynamic couplings in the design of

the optimal controller (as a linear regulator) for the multimachine system considered. _

Formulation assumed static transmission networks, a seventh-order machine model

(including swing equations and machine flux equations), second-order exciter and volt-

age regulator system, and a fourth-order govemor-hydraulic system. Thirteen state

variables for each machine were defined. ln each formulation, the state equations were

written in the form

Y= .41/+ 1611 (2.36)

In the linearization process, use was made of' all machine fluxes and transmission line

and generator currents resolved along the d-q axes of the individual machines, the dis-

placements of which with respect to the system d-q axis were obtained by solving the

equations at the nominal system operating point.
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Davison, et.al. [51] utilized output feedback from measurable quantities (machine

speed and angle) to study optimal decentralized regulators utilizing two forms ofcontrol

law:

a) Ü = Kym

b> ¤ = Ka., + Ka.

The vectory„, denoted measurable output variables thus eliminating the need to estimate

the nonmeasurable states. The gain matrices K, K,, IQ were computed to rninimize the

performance index:

J(k) ü'RiI)dt (2.37)

where k was a vector of relevant elements of the gain matrix(ces), Q and R positive

definite matrices, and y a vector of desired outputs not necessarily identical to y,,,. An

interaction index was also used to predict unfavourable interactions among the decen-

tralized controllers.

I3(k1•k2) = D3(k1-kz) ‘ D3(0„0) (2-38)

Contrary to the results obtained by Yu [50], Davison obtained results which showed

satisfactory performance by localized controllers (for the three-machine system studied).

Habibullah and Yu [43] attempted to design an optimal controller which would per-

form satisfactorily under varying load conditions. The study system was a single-

machine connected to an infmite bus. Starting with machine fluxes and rotor angle and
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speed as state variables, the order of the machine model used was reduced by neglecting

stator transients, an initial step justified through eigenvalue analysis. Initially, the state

vector was defined as

X= [A6 Aw Agb, A¤l«D Av/1Q AEfd]‘ (2.39)

The transformation matrix M utilizing linearized terms was then calculated such that the

resultant state vector consisted of physically measurable quantities.

Z = MX = [A6 Aw AV, AP Ag AEfd]‘ (2.40)

An algorithm was then presented to enable the system equation to be expressed in

canonical form through the transformation matrix T

Y = r"z (2.41)

Y = F, Y + G,U(2.42)

where U was the input to the generator excitation system. A performance index (cost

function) J was then defined to design an optimal controller

J= é-vV°[Y‘Q,Y+ U°RU]dt (2.43)
0

where Q, = qI„ and R = r. Appropriate values (q/r) were then deterrnined by examining

the effects of the ratio on the combined optimal state and costate (adjoint) eigenvalues

and implementing as much leftward shift on the complex plane as is reasonable on the

mechanical mode eigenvalues. A suitable controller was thus found for the equivalent

performance index
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J = -%vVo(Z‘QZ + U'RU)dt (2.44)
0

where

Q = q(TT')-1 (2.45)

The controller was designed using full-load condition assumptions. While it performed

satisfactorily at lighter loads, the authors stated that possible difficulties may arise at

heavier loads because of reduced damping.

In a similar paper, Habibullah [44] used speed-govemor control to test the principles

developed in the preceding paper.

Raina, et.al. [65] used an integral control law to derive the control input signal to the

°excitation system. The state vector included state variables from a conventional

stabilizer which may also be present. The formulation assumed a single machine con-

nected to an infmite bus. A vector Au, which represented unknown disturbances external

to the generator was defmed. The state equations were then rewritten in terms of output

and input variables derived from deviations of the original state variables from their de-

sired steady-state incremental changes. The desired incremental changes were assumed

known from the disturbance. The control law was derived to minimize the performance

index
U

J = ‘V°{A_}7TQ1A_}7 + hTQ2h + A17?RAül}dt (2.46)
0
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subject to

Ay A 0 Ai B
. = + Aül (2.47)

h 0 0 h l

The resultant integral control law was

r“1 = ure + K10 -.1%,) — KlMl(ule — ui) + K2·|‘0(“l ‘ ule)dt (2-48)

where the superscript "o" denoted nominal values while the subscript "e" denoted de-

sired values at steady-state.

Wilson and Aplevich [53] employed the linear regulator with full state feedback ap-

proach to derive the local control input signals for multimachine stabilization. Local

generator state variables were chosen such that they were directly measurable while the

external power system was represented by a dynamic equivalent the states variables of

which were calculated by a state estimator. The state vector of the local controller in-

cluded both the generator local and external state variables. The proposed method had

adaptive properties while mirrirnizing the need for state estimators and eliminating the

need for a centralized controller with a very large number of state variables.

Ohtsuka, et.al. [52] reported an actual implementation of an optimal controller with

adaptive properties. The local generator controller was designed using discrete-time

formulation with the rest of the power system represented by a time-varying reactance

and voltage. During transient conditions, the precalculated controller gains were used.

Longer control periods, however, allowed the gains to be updated approxirnately after
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every four seconds. By augmenting the controller state vector to include set point vari-

ations, model and measurement errors Were taken into account.

Abdel-Magid and Aly [57] proposed the use ofa two·level stabilizer in place of a single,

centralized (integrated) controller. A subsystem was defined for each plant (equivalent

machine). State equations for each of the N subsystems were written neglecting the

coupling terms in the complete system matrix. Individual controllers (suboptimal linear

regulators) were then designed in the usual manner with local input signals computed

through local state feedback ,i.e.,

{
ui = — KiÄ (2.49)

where

& =Ri—lBi?‘PiPi/iii

+ Ai?Pi
— PiBiiRf

IB;.
Pi + Qi = 0 (2.51)

and

Ä = AHÄ + Biiuf , i = 1,2,...,N (2.52)

For a strongly coupled system, a global control I4 was introduced to reduce the effect

of coupling, i.e.

ui(t) = uf + uf (2.53)

uf was a component of the global vector signal
u• which was determined such that
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Bug + CX = 0 (2.54)

The CX vector represented the mutual machine interaction terms in the original com-

plete state equations. Thus,

u = uf +
ug = uf — B'CX

l
(2.55)

There, B' was the pseudo-inverse of B. The complete state equations were given by

X= AX + Bu (2.56)

Savings in computational effort at the subsystem level was achieved at the cost of some

deterioration in performance as compared to linear integrated optimal formulation.

In the paper by Chan and Hsu [66] , an optimal variable structure stabilizer was de-

signed with low sensitivity to plant parameter changes and extemal disturbances. The

results of single-machine and multimachine system simulations showing reduced over-

shoot and settling time of the torque angles following a disturbance reflected the reduced

sensitivity. After defining a similarity transformation of the original state vector, the

switching vector was determined by minimizing a quadratic performance index with re-

spect to transformed variables in the switching mode. This was accomplished by for-

mulating the equations in the sliding mode as an optimal control problem. The linear

state feedback law was a piecewise constant function, the constants determined through

a trial and error approach. The solution presented was based on a slight modification

of the theory presented by Utkin and Yang [68]. One input signal was defined for each

generator and was applied to the excitation systems. The linear state feedback parame-

ters were chosen such that the controller was sensitive only to the angular and speed

deviations of the machines. The solution as presented in the paper follows.
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Given that

x = Ax + Bu (2.57)

where A and B are n x n and n x m matrices, defme a similarity transformationy = Mx

such that

0
MB = (2.58)

B2

where B, has rank m and is square. Then,

Y1 A11 A12 Y1 0
_ = + u (2.59)
2 A21 A22 2 B2

The motion of the system in the sliding mode is given by

yl = A11Y1 + A12Y2 (2·60)

GU') = 611}*1+ 612}*2 =

0Theswitching vector CT has the property a(x) = CTx = 0. Hence,

[cl, cl,] = cTM" (2.62)

Without loss of generality, C,, was set equal to 1,,, in the paper. The subsystem described

by y, and a(y) was regarded as an open loop control system with state vector y, and

control vector y,. The form of control was given by

Y2 = — C12C11Y1 = — C11Y1 (2-63)
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Elements of C,, were optimized by minimizing the performance index

1 = —ä ‘[°°y TQ)- dt (2.64)

with respect to y, where the sliding mode of operation starts at t,. An alternative ex-

I

pression for the performance index was

J = '% _[f°(Y?Q1 l-V1 + 2Y{Q12V2 +}*2-Q22.Y2)d* (2-65)

Using the well-known results for a linear optimal regulator, if

l.Q„ is positive-defmite

2.(A,B) is controllable

3.(A,, — A,,Q;,‘Qß, D) is observable where DTD = Q„ — Q,,Q;,‘Qß

then the optimal control law was given by -

y„=-(Q5‘4£P+Qz‘Q£)vr =- am (2-66)

where

PA' + (A·)T1> — PB*(R’)—1(B')TP + Q· = 0 _ (2.67)

A' = A11 - A12QilQÄ (2-66)

R' = Q22 (2·69)
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B' = A12 (2.70)

Q' = DTD = Q11 — Q12Q£lQÄ (2-7l)

Thus,

CT= [C,] I„,]M (2.72)

Tclix) = Ci x = 0 (2.73)

where C] was the ith column of C. The control input signals of the original system were

computed as
e

Pl

Ui =
•‘ =

—f=l

withi = 1,2,...,m andj = 1,2,...,n. The feedback elements were

6:-- , ifxc· > 0
,),,,={ " _

’
'· } (2.75)

— tlii , 1fJ90i< Ü

The 6:,, elements were determined using a trial and error approach while satisfying some

inequality constraints. Another paper by the same authors [69] showed these constraints

for a single machine system. 6:,, = 0 if j did not correspond to machine angle and speed,

thus removing the need for a state estimator. If physical constraints existed in the sys-

tem, the gains 6:,, were reduced to maintain stability. In the performance index, Q was

assumed known. Selection of its elements depended on the criterion that the dominant
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closed-loop eigenvalues of the system in the sliding mode be shifted leftward as far as

possible to obtain maximum stability.

Chen and Kusic [45] presented a paper which dealt with the efficient determination

of an appropriate weighting matrix Q in the cost function to assign some closed-loop

system eigenvalues to prescribed locations. Although the system considered was a

multimachine system with an impedanceless transrnission network, the teclmique pre-

sented to compute the feedback gain matrix K and weighting matrix Q is easily extended

to other systems. The state variables defined were all measurable quantities and were

linear combinations of the incremental changes in the original system variables by as-

sumption. This was accomplished through the usual linearization about the nominal

operating point. With the new n-state vector denoted by X,

X= AX+ BU (2.76)

An initial choice Q, for the quadratic performance measure was used to compute the

initial feedback gain matrix K,, producing the closed loop system

X = (A + BK„)X (2.77)

The eigenvalues of (A + BK,) were then investigated to determine r, the number of

eigenvalues .1, which will have to be reassigned to specific values S,. A real transforma-

tion matrix T derived from a modal matrix ofA was then used such that

X= TY (2.78)

A further transformation Z = HY where

H= [I, Q] , an r x n matrix (2.79)
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was used to finally arrive at

Z=A',.Z+HT”lBU=FZ+ GU (2.80)

The reduced form for Z was subjected to an appropriate pole assignment technique [46]

such that the closed loop system

Z = (F+ GK,)Z (2.81)

had eigenvalues exactly equal to the r specified values S,. With Q, being the weighting

matrix in the quadratic cost function J, of the reduced system, the original system ma-

trices were computed as

K = K,HT”l + Ko (2.82)

Q = (HT”1)TQ,(HT—l) + Q, (2.83)

Hsu and Hsu [58] used the suboptimal approach with output (rotor angle and speed)

feedback to determine the parameters K, and K, of Proportional Integral (PI) PSS's

placed at each machine location. Supporting teclmical literature [61-63] has been uti-

lized. The speed-sensitive PSS's had the transfer function

K
G(s) = KP + ··% (2.84)

In the suboptimal regulator approach used, the input signals were derived as linear

combinations of the measurable output variable (Aöand Aw from each machine), i.e.,

U*(r) = - 1=° (2.85)
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Local suboptimal regulators designed for each machine then yielded the equivalent pa-

rameters K, and K, of each PI PSS (since the integral of the speed was the angle). Per-

formance of the equivalent Pl PSS’s were also compared to that obtained using state

regulators with complete state feedback (global and local) and global suboptimal regu-

lators. For the latter case, the complete closed-loop system became

X= (A — BF*C)X= A
.X

(2.86)

The cases considered (single-machine and multimachine systems) have shown the sub-

optimal regulator to perform better than conventional stabilizers in spite of some limi-

tations inherent in the suboptimal approach [6l, 64]. As expected, the optimal

regulators with complete state feedback yielded the best results.

As shown in another paper [61] , the statement of and solution to the global analog

suboptimal state regulator problem were as follows:

Given

X(z) = AX(:) + BU(r) (187)
Y(r) = CX(1)

Minirnize the performance measure

1 = Q- [°°(xTQx + UTRU)dt (2.88)
0

by applying signals

1=' 1/(r) , 1.d., cmd 1='. . (2.89)
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The solution is given by the set of matrix equations

F' = 1z"19T1<'L'cT[cL’cT]" (2.90)

0 = K*A ' + (A ')T1<' + Q + CT(F·)TRF*C (2.91)

0= 1.'(A')T+A°1.' + 1 (2.92)

Feliachi, et.al. [60] derived a control law using a reduced-order model for the power

system. The stabilization problem was cast as a linear regulator problem. State vari-

ables in the reduced-order model corresponded to rotor speeds and torque angles. The

reduced order model was chosen so as to retain modes which contributed most to the

steady-state mean squared error J, if deleted. The error was defined as the deviation

from the approximate state variables 2 of the actual state variables z, i.e.,

6 = 6 — 2 (2.93)

With the original system described by

x = Ax + Bu (2.94)

a reduced-order model of the form

2 = F2 + Gu (2.95)

was derived where 2 was an m x l vector which approximated the desired vector of

torque angles and rotor speeds. There,

F= DlA1Df‘ (2.96)
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where A, was a diagonal matrix containing eigenvalues of the retained modes while D,

was an m x m matrix relating the retained modes to the desired state variables. They

were determined after performing a sirnilarity transformation on the original system of

equations. The reduced control matrix was given by

G = K + A_lQB (2.97)

where A and Q were Lagrange multipliers defined in the expression for J,. Moreover,

K= D,l“, + D21} (2.98)

where D,,D, and 1“,,I“, were the feedback and control matrices obtained from the simi-

larly transformed system of equations. Using the reduced system of equations, the au-

thors then proceeded to derive the linear control law which rninimized the cost function -

1 = -%- ‘[°°(£TQ2 + uTRu}dt (2.99)
0

Rostamkolai, et.al. [67] derived a control law for an HVDC system described by state

equations with residual terms

X= AX+ BU +j(r) (2.100)

and an output equation

Y = CX (2.101)

while minirnizing the cost function
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1 °° T TJ=-5
0

{(Y— Y,) Q(Y— Y,)+ U RU}dt (2.102)

The vector (Y- Y,) replaced the usual X vector in the cost function of the linear regu-

lator problem. This modification and the residual term allowed the controller to act

tightly even in the presence of a permanent change ir1 the structure or operating condi-

tion of the power system. The vector Y, representing the target output vector trajectory

was computcd in real time. The control law was given by

U(r) - R”lBT[g(z) - KX(t)] (2.103)

where

g(r) - - [AT- KBR_lBT]-l{CTQYd- Km} (2.104)

and K was the steady·state solution to the matrix Riccati equation

0 - - A TK- KA + KBR-1BTK— cTQc (2.105)

The control law was seen to consist of a structure-dependent term g(t) and a full state

feedback term KX. lt therefore assumed some kind of a fast dynamic estimator inter-

acting with the controller in real time.

Substantial amounts of research efforts have been devoted to the subject of real-time

power system dynamic state estirnation, a miniscule proponion of which is shown in

[70-76]. However, much of this work dealt with the very slow dynamics of a power sys-

tem [70-72]. State vector was defmed as the set of complex node voltages of a system

in a quasi-steady-state condition. Sets of measurements were normally the real and re-
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active power injections at the nodes. Simulation studies were concemed with power

system behavior over a period of hours or days. Estimates of the power system state

were updated in matters of minutes or even hours, and were the basis for the slow ap-

plication of controls to achieve minimal costs and optimal security of operation. The

techniques presented were not at all suited to the needs ofa fast-acting controller (which

must update control input signals ir1 matters of rnilliseconds) aimed at improving the

transient and dynamic stability of a power system immediately following a disturbance.

A few technical publications have addressed this need to some degree [73, 75, 76].

Handschin and Galiana [73] presented a real-time state estirnation scheme featuring a

slow centralized tracking estimator and fast local dynamic estimators based on

Kalman-Bucy liltering. The centralized tracking estimator assumed a quasi-steady-state

power system condition and used the update equation

^ — ^ HTR”l _lHTR_l zi ^ 2106z¢(0.+1) — x(¢1„) +( H) [1..01+1) — (:01))] ( - )

There, 1%, represented the estimates of the power system state vector while 1, represented

the measurements. A detailed linearized model of a power plant was used to design its

dynamic estimator. The dynamic estimator allowed the estimate of the power plant state

to be updated much more frequently than the power system state vector itself THe

power plant state estimate was given by the equation

£(t) = A2 + bu(t) + c}’,,(t) + K[zj(t) — z1T,§(t)] (2.107)

where K was the steady-state Kalman-Bucy filter gain. z,(1) corresponded to the meas-

ured frequency deviation while P,(t), the electrical power, and u(t) were known inputs to

the filter. By comparing the statistical properties of the filter residual
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ef(z) = zf(t) — l1T£(t) (2. l08)

at any time with the known values under normal operating conditions, detection of

power plant disturbances was made possible. The plant dynamic estirnator was then

made to interact with the central tracking estirnator through the generator terminal

voltage estimate Ü„[Ö,, . The availability of the voltage estimate allowed the estimation

of the machine rotor angle, and thus of I;,(t,,+,) by the tracking estimator. Statistical

analysis of the difference between the measured P,(z) and I3„(t,,,,) allowed network dis-

turbances to be determined.

Two related papers [75, 76] reported on—line laboratory implementation results of an

optimal controller and estirnator to improve the stability of a generator. A fixed-gain

optimal regulator with full state feedback was used in conjunction with a Kalman-Bucy

observer to synthesize the control input signals. The estirnator equations were forrnu-

[ _lated to include all non-linear terms in the system. For an n-dirnensional system with
‘

equations:
1

X=AX+BU+l“ andy=CX (2.l09)

the dynamics of the estirnator was:

.?=AX+BU+I‘+K(Y—CY) (2.ll0)

where
l'“

represented all of the non·linear terms in the system. K was a time·varying

matrix obtained by solving the following equations:

_ AQ+QAT+Vl1—QCTVü1CQ=0 (2.111)
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K= QCTVQI (2.112)

where V„ and V2, were matrices. of assumed white noise intensities. Thus, K was a

time-varying matrix for tirne-varying noise intensities.

This ends the literature review which has been restricted basically to coordinated

multimachine stabilization using conventional stabilizers and the use of optimal con-

trollers to derive appropriate control input signals to the generator excitation and/or

speed-governing system(s) of a power system.

The subsequent chapters of this work will attempt to extend Rostamkolai's work

[67,77] while incorporating the use of discrete-time fast dynamic state estimators , thus

allowing the full state feedback required by the control law.
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Chapter 3

Study System

A 39-Bus multimachine system will be used to test and analyze the performance ofthe

proposed controller. A single-line diagram of the test system is shown on Figure 3.1.

lt consists of 34 transmission lines, 12 transformers, and 10 generators. This chapter

will present the required data for the parameters of the system components. Data on

excitation and speed~goveming systems were obtained from references [85,86,87] which

are all in reference [78]. Most of the power system data came from reference [91].

’Chapter 5 will discuss the controller algorithm including the choice of target trajectory

for the power system following a disturbance. The disturbance to be considered is a

symrnetrical fault in one of the transmission lines followed by instantaneous clearing

without breaker reclosing. The transmission line chosen for this purpose is Line 20

(from Bus 15 to Bus 16) which transports the largest amount of reactive power under

normal operating conditions. To prepare for this, the power system states corresponding

to the prefault, immediate postfault, and steady-state postfault conditions will be given

in this chapter.
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The system has 34 transmission lines each ofwhich is characterized by a lumped series

resistance, a series reactance, and a shunt susceptance, Transmission line data (in per

unit) is shown in Table 3.1. The numbers given under the column "wC" correspond to

the total line susceptance, i.e., half of each value is placed at the end of each line (for

an equivalent 1K representation).

Table 3.2 shows the data for the I2 system transformers. Fixed transformer tap ratios

are assumed in the study. The series resistances and reactances (in per unit) shown on

the table-are those seen from the unity side of each transformer.

Generator data in per-unit is shown in Table 3.3. As suggested in references [79,88],

a third-order model will be used to represent each generator in the following dynamic

stability study. Figure 3.2 shows the phasor diagram derived from the model. Stator

winding resistances are neglected as they are much smaller in magnitude compared to the

reactance values. Moreover, neglecting them yields conservative results in a dynamic

stability study as they tend to increase generator damping. The original damping coefl

ficients shown on the first colunm of Table 3.4 do not account for the effects of the

generator damper windings. However, it is well-ltnown that damper (amortisseur)

windings enhance the damping of the generator electromechanical modes [79,97]. Ref?

erence [79] gives an equivalent ofabout 25 per-unit damping torque to account for these

effects. These effects which enhance electromechanical damping are captured by using

the modified damping coefficients shown on the second part of Table 3.3.

Tables 3.4 showsthe data for the excitation systems. Each generator except Generator

l0 is assumed to operate with an equivalent IEEE Type 1 Excitation System. The block

diagram corresponding to this excitation system model is shown on Figure 3.3. Gener-

ator 10 has a constant field excitation. All parameter values (gains, time constants, A„
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B,) are assumed to be constants independent of the operating point. Finally, the quan-

tity SE, denotes the prefault value of the saturation function SE.

Table 3.5 shows the speed-governor data obtained from reference [86]. The

mechanical-hydraulic, nonreheat steam turbine is assumed for each generator. A block

diagram representation of the combined speed-govemor and turbine is shown on Figure

3.4.

The system operating point data corresponding to the three conditions mentioned

earlier be presented next. A load factor of 1.13 is used over the nominal values given

in reference [91]. For the same fault, a heavier loading corresponds to a more severe

disturbance and a more appropriate test for the controller.

Tables 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 show the values of each bus voltage (magnitude and angle),

and each state variable under prefault conditions. These prefault conditions correspond

to a stable equilibrium point for the power system. Table 3.6 shows the prefault bus

voltages (per unit, degrees) and injected powers (per unit) obtained alter solving the

loadflow problem. Generator contributions are not accounted for in the values shown

in columns 3 and 4. Note that the last ten system buses (30-39) are generator terminal

buses.

Table 3.7 shows prefault values for the intemal voltage E', (per unit), intemal angle

6, (degrees) and the real and reactive powers (per unit) from each generator.

Table 3.8 shows the prefault values of the state variables and the value of the reference

signal in each of the excitation systems. Values for V} are not shown as they are equal

to the corresponding generator terminal voltages shown in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.8 also shows the prefault values of the state variables and the value of the

reference signal in each of the generator speed-govemor system. All values given are in

per unit power.

Table 3.9 shows the system conditions immediately after the occurrence of the dis-

turbance in terms of the 39 bus voltages. State variables retain their prefault values as

they do not change instantaneously. The loads are assumed to draw the same amount

of real and reactive powers under all conditions considered. Thus, the same values are

to be found in columns 3 and 4 as those of Table 3.6.

Tables 3.10 and 3.11 show the target steady-state power system condition corre-

sponding to the post-fault transmission line configuration. It is the solution to the

loadflow problem with generator terminal buses 30-38 treated as P-V buses. The voltage
u

magnitudes and generated real powers chosen for these buses were set equal to their

·prefault values. Bus 39 was treated as a slack bus.

Details pertaining to the simulation program will be discussed in the next chapter.

Preliminary simulation results, however, will be presented in this chapter. Figures 3.5

to 3.7 show six sets of post-fault time curves without the application of the optimal

controller. Figure 3.5A shows the voltage at Bus 15, one of the terminal buses of

transmission line 20, as the most badly affected bus in the entire system. The remaining

figures reveal sustained oscillations for a substantial amount of time following the dis-

turbance. These voltage magnitude and rotor angle oscillations endanger power system

stability. Thus, the objective of the optimal controller will be to reduce these oscillations

and to bring the power system to a safe steady-state postfault operating point.
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Table 3.l. Transmission Line Data

From To R X wC

2 0.0035 -E¤ 0.6987
30 0.0010 0.0250 0.7500

2 3 0.0013 0.0151 0.2572
2 25 0.0070 0.0086 0.1460
3 0.0013 0.0213 0.2214
3 0.0133 0.2138

6 0.0008 0.0128 0.1342
4 14 0.0008 0.0129 0.1382
6 0.0002 0.0026 0.0434
6 E 0.0008 0.0112 0.1476

7 0.0006 0.0092 0.1130
0.0007 0.0082 0.1389

7 Q 0.0004 0.0046 0.0780
0.0023 0.0363 0.3804

30 0.0010 0.0250 1.2000
ßm 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729
ß 13 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729

I3 14 0.0009 0.1723
14 15 0.0018 0.0217 0.3660
15 E 0.0009 0.0094 0.1710
ß 17 0.0007 0.0089 0.1342
am 0.0016 0.0195 0.3040
ß 21 0.0008 0.0135 0.2548

24 0.0003 0.0059 0.0680
17 0.0007 0.0082 0.1319
17 27 0.0013 0.0173 0.3216
2l 22 0.0008 0.0140 0.2565
22 23 0.0006 0.0096 0.1846
23 24 0.0022 0.0350 0.3610 _
25 26 0.0032 0.0323 0.5130
26 27 0.0014 0.0147 0.2396
26 28 0.0043 0.0474 0.7802
26 29 0.0057 0.0625 1.0290
28 29 0.0014 0.0151 0.2490
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Table 3.2. Transformer Data

From To R X Tap Ratio

12 Q 0.0016 0.0435 ß
12 I3 0.0016 0.0435 ß

31 0.0000 0.0250 1.070
32 0.0000 0.0200 1.070

ß 33 0.0007 0.0142 1.070
20 34 0.0009 0.0180 ß
22 35 0.0000 0.0143 1.025
23 36 0.0005 0.0272 ß
25 37 0.0006 0.0232 1.025
2 39 0.0000 0.0181 1.025
29 38 0.0008 0.0156 1.025

20 0.0007 0.0138 ß

·
•
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Table 3.3. Generator Data

Unit H X, X', X,
_

42.0 0.1000 0.0310 0.0690
2 30.3 0.2950 0.0697 0.2820
3 35.8 0.2495 0.0531 0.2370

28.6 0.2620 0.0436 0.2580
5 26.0 0.6700 0.1320 0.6200

34.8 0.2540 0.0500 0.2410
7 26.4 0.2950 0.0490 0.2920

24.3 0.2900 0.0570 0.2800
34.5 0.2106 0.0570 0.2050

500.0 0.0200 0.0006 0.0190

Unit D( original) D(modi|icd) ·

Q 4.0000 24.000
‘ 2 9.7500 29.750

3 10.000 30.000
10.000 30.000

5 3.0000 23.000
Q 10.000 30.000

7 8.0000 28.000 .
9.0000 29.000
14.000 34.000

ß 10.000 30.000
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Table 3.4. Excitation System Data

um K, r, K,. r,

4-0 1-000 4-
2 6.2 0.05 s. 0.0570 0.500 s.

4 4-0 Hä 0-0400 IEE1
I- 4-0 @ 0-0400 lm!

5 40.0 0.02 8. 0.0300 1.000 8.
5.0 0.02 s. 0.0754 1.246 s.

7 0.028. 0.0300 1.0008.
5.0 0.028. 0.0845 1.2608.

Ill 0-024- 0-0400 lmi

Unit TR VRNIAX VRMIN SEO

Q 0.0068. 0.0519
2 0.0068. 0.6694
3 0.0068. 0.0469
4 0.0068. 1.0 0.0680
5 0.0068. 0.7589

0-006 4- 0-0006
7 0.006 8. 6.5 -6.5 0.4396

0.0068. 0.0549
0.0065. 10.5 -10.5 0.3975

um K, r, .4, 8,

-.0485 0.2508. 0.0229000 0.5136
2 -.6330 0.405 8. 0.4007000 0.1943
3 -.0198 0.500 8. 0.0000158 3.1945

-.0525 0.5008. 0.0060000 1.0368
5 1.0000 0.785 8. 0.2674000 0.2339

-.0419 0.4715. 0.0089000 0.6975
7 1.0000 0.730 8. 0.1947000 0.3574

-.0470 0.5288. 0.0120000 0.7416
Q 1.0000 1.400 8. 0.2406000 0.2224
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Table 3.5. Speed-Govemor Data

20.00 0.2500 S. 0.1000 S. 0.3500 S.
2 20.00 0.2500 s. 0.1000 s. 0.3500 s.

3 20.00 0.2500 S. 0.1000 S. 0.3500 S.
20.00 0.2500 S. 0.1000 S. 0.3500 S.

5 20.00 0.2500 S. 0.1000 S. 0.3500 S.
20.00 0.2500 S. 0.1000 S. 0.3500 S.

7 20.00 0.2500 S. 0.1000 S. 0.3500 S.
Q 20.00 0.2500 S. 0.1000 S. 0.3500 S.

20.00 0.2500 S. 0.1000 S. 0.3500 S.
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Table 3.6. Prefault Bus Voltages and Extemally lnjected Powers

ßusk rg 6, P, Q,
1.0448 -10.3870 0.0000 0.0000

2 1.0427 -07.4190 0.0000 0.0000
3 1.0193 -10.7090 -3.6386 -0.0271

0.9890 -11.6470 -5.6500 -2.0792
0.9914 -10.2700 0.0000 0.0000
0.9944 -9.4570 0.0000 0.0000

7 0.9820 -12.0140 -2.6419 -0.9492
0.9810 -12.6020 -5.8986 -1.9956

Q 1.0220 -12.3840 0.0000 0.0000
ß 1.0057 -6.7010 0.0000 0.0000
Q 1.0003 -7.6400 0.0000 0.0000

12 0.9795 -7.6580 -0.0961 -0.9944
I3 -7.5250 0.0000 0.0000
Q- 0.9979 -9.4570 0.0000 0.0000

15 ß -9.9530 -3.6160 -1.7289
Q 1.0202 -8.3320 -3.7222 -0.3650

17 1.0217 -9.4750 0.0000 0.0000
-10.4400 -1.7854 -0.3390

1.0436 -3.0380 0.0000 0.0000
Q 0.9853 -4.6570 -7.6840 -1.1639
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Table 3.6. Prefault Bus Voltages and Extemally lnjected Powers

Bus k FQ ö, P, Q,

21 1.0204 -5.5589 -3.0962 -1.2995
22 1.0425 -0.4479 0.0000 0.0000
23 1.0368 -0.6759 -2.7967 -0.9560
24 1.0265 -8.1959 -3.4872 ß
25 1.0523 -5.8739 -2.5312 -0.5334
26 1.0416 -7.3149 -1.5707 -0.1921
27 1.0253 -9.6389 -3.1753 -0.8531

28 1.0409 -3.2949 -2.3278 -0.3119
29 1.0427 -0.1419 -3.2036 -0.3040
30 1.0300 -12.1599 -12.4752 -2.8250
31 0.9820 0.5929 -0.1040 -0.0520
32 0.9830 2.4489 0.0000 0.0000
33 0.9970 2.8849 0.0000 0.0000
34 1.0120 1.2409 0.0000 0.0000
35 1.0490 5.2039 0.0000 0.0000
36 1.0630 8.2739 0.0000 0.0000
37 1.0280 1.8259 0.0000 0.0000
38 1.0260 7.8849 0.0000 0.0000

39 1.0480 -4.5969 0.0000 0.0000
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Table 3.7. Prefault Generator Conditions

Unit E' ö P, QE

_

1.0852 21.5280 -1.1752 -1.2483
2 1.1385 47.2890 6.3698 2.6298
3 1.0577 49.7180 7.3450 2.7076

0.8900 55.8620 7.1416
”

1.5331
5 1.3145 58.7990 5.7404 1.9969

1.0774 50.4980 ' 7.3450 2.7038
7 0.9458 58.4780 6.3280 ß
Q 0.8627 58.0170 6.1020 0.3121

1.0086 65.7910 9.3790 0.7469

Q 1.0582 -1.8120 2.9009 1.8507
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Table 3.8. Prefault Excitation System and Speed-Governor State Variables

Una: K K E„, K„,

B 0.005411 0.0000 1.5929 1.0311
2 0.096218 0.0000 2.6413 0.9975
3 0.067738 0.0000 2.5027 0.9965

0.036243 0.0000 2.3413 1.0042
7.843456 0.0000 4.4594 1.2081

Q 0.018919 0.0000 2.4625 1.0528
7 3.280284 0.0000 2.2786 1.1450

0.016275 0.0000 2.0513 1.0313
3.154916 0.0000 2.2575 ß

l 1-9847 €

Unit Pw PCV PMECH
pnc

Q 0.0000 11.3000 11.3000 11.3000
2 0.0000 6.4738 6.4738 6.4738
3 0.0000 7.3450 7.3450 7.3450
4 0.0000 7.1416 7.1416 7.1416
5 0.0000 5.7404 5.7404 5.7404

0.0000 7.3450 7.3450 7.3450
7 0.0000 6.3280 6.3280 6.3280

» E 0.0000 6.1020 6.1020 6.1020
0.0000 9.3790 9.3790 9.3790

ß 0.0000 2.9009 2.9009 2.9009
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Table 3.9. lmmediate Postfault Bus Voltages and lnjected Powers

Busk FQ 6, P, Q,

_

1.0066 -1 1.6590 0.0000 0.0000
2 1.0133 -8.0860 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.9718 -12.0010 -3.6386 -0.0271

0.8862 -16.1160 -5.6500 -2.0792
5 0.8865 -14.4230 0.0000 0.0000

0.8885 -13.4730 0.0000 0.0000
7 0.8781 -16.4420 -2.6419 -0.9492

0.8788 -17.0610 -5.8986 -1.9956
0.96-16 -15.1360 0.0000 0.0000
0.8905 -10.6930 0.0000 0.0000
0.8879 0.0000 0.0000 -

12 0.8603 -11.9480 -0.0961 -0.9944
13 0.8821 -12.0410 0.0000 0.0000
nl 0.8686 -15.3260 0.0000 0.0000

15 0.8127 -21.4720 -3.6160 -1.7289
16 1.0274 -6.4-420 -3.7222 -0.365017 1.0109 -8.6350 0.0000 0.0000 °

0.9939 -10.4070 -1.7854 -0.3390

ß 1.0516 -1.6840 0.0000 0.0000
20 0.9937 -3.3760 -7.6840 -1.1639
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Table 3.9. lmmediate Postfault Bus Voltages and lnjected Powers

Bus k H ö, P, Q,

21 1.0282 -3.9420 -3.0962 -1.2995

22 1.0501 0.8560 0.0000 0.0000

23 Em- 0.6160 -2.7967 -0.9560
24 1.0339 -6.3780-3.487225

1.0285 -6.3770 -2.5312 -0.5334

26 1.0252 -7.2400 -1.5707 -0.1921

27 1.0115 -9.2550 -3.1753 -0.8531

28 1.0260 -3.2340 -2.3278 -0.3119

29 1.0285 -0.0350 -3.2036 -0.3040

30 0.9880 -13.8440 -12.4752 -2.8250

31 0.8945 -0.8650 -0.1040 -0.0520

32 0.8894 1.0940 0.0000 0.0000

33 1.0032 3.8960 0.0000 0.0000

34 1.0209 2.2920 0.0000 0.0000

35 1.0554 6.2100 0.0000 0.0000

36 1.0688 9.0940 0.0000 0.0000

37 1.0078 1.7080 0.0000 0.0000

38 1.0138 8.1070 0.0000 0.0000

39 1.0408 -4.8590 0.0000 0.0000
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Table 3.l0. Steadyßtate Postfault System Bus Conditions

Busk IQ ö, P, Q,—
1.0415 -11.7470 0.0000 0.0000

2 1.0371 -7.5370 0.0000 0.0000
3 1.0081 -11.0530 -3.6386 -0.0271
4 0.9617 -15.4290 -5.6500 -2.0792 ·
5 0.9714 -14.2920 0.0000 0.0000
Q 0.9753 -13.5450 0.0000 0.0000

7 0.9635 -16.034*) -2.64 19 -0.9492
Q 0.9629 -16.5600 -5.8986 -1.9956
Q 1.0145 -15.2160 0.0000 0.0000
ß 0.9822 -11.3050 0.0000 0.0000“

0.9782 -12.0820 0.0000 0.0000
12 0.9532 -12.3000 -0.0961 0.0000
13 0.9727 -12.3600 0.0000 0.0000

0.9553 -14.9330 0.0000 0.0000
l5 0.9067 -19.9420 -3.6160 -1.7289
Q 1.0326 -4.2000 -3.7222 -0.3650

17 1.0255 -6.8590 0.0000 0.0000
-8.9390 -1.7854 -0.3390

1.0482 0.0000 0.0000
20 0.9878 -0.5580 -7.6840 -1.1639
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Table 3.10. Steady-State Postfault System Bus Conditions

Bus k FQ 6, P, Q,

21 1.0292 -1.4709 -3.0962 -1.2995

22 1.0472 3.5889 0.0000 0.0000

23 ß 3.3619 -2.7967 -0.9560
24 1.0377 -4.0639 -3.4872 1.0419

25 1.0517 -5.6799 -2.5312 -0.5334

26 1.0435 -5.9249 -1.5707 -0.1921

27 1.0284 -7.6839 -3.1753 -0.8531

28 1.0419 -2.3278 -0.3119
· 29 1.0434 1.2389 -3.2036 -0.3040

30 1.0300 -14.2619 -12.4752 -2.8250

31 0.9820 -3.2979 -0.1040 -0.0520

32 0.9830 -1.9369 0.0000 0.0000

33 0.9970 6.9529 0.0000 0.0000

34 1.0120 5.3319 0.0000 0.0000

35 1.0490 9.2139 0.0000 0.0000

36 1.0630 12.2739 0.0000 0.0000

37 1.0280 2.0239 0.0000 0.0000

38 1.0260 9.2609 0.0000 0.0000
39 1T0480 -4.5969 0.0000 0.0000
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Table 3.l l. Steady·State Postfault Generator Conditions

Unit E 6 PE QE
18.7029 -1.1752 -1.2483

2 1.2029 40.2469 6.3698 2.6298
3 1.1397 41.0589 7.3450 2.7076

0.8641 61.4929 7.1416 1.5331
5 1.2931 63.8899 5.7404 1.9969

1.0520 55.8699 7.3450 2.7038
7 0.9278 63.5189 6.3280 E

0.8657 58.0379 6.1020 0.3121
Q 1.0052 67.3609 9.3790 0.7469

1.0600 -1.7279 2.9009 1.8507
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Chapter 4

Simulation Program

Introduction

To study the response of the power system subject to the proposed controller, a

mathematical description of various power system components is required. A mech-

anism to represent the interaction among these components is also necessary. The

amount of detail placed on these component models depends to a large extent on the

purpose of the study. Here, a dynamic stability study is being performed on a power

system subject to the proposed controller. Thus, models involving changes occurring in

short periods of time (of the order ofmilliseconds) or changes implemented on the power

system or its components over extended periods of time (of the order of minutes) are not

of major importance here. These very fast or very slow changes are assumed to occur

either instantaneously or not at all over the time interval being studied (of the order of

seconds). The component models required by the simulation program are those of the
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excitation and speed—goveming systems, the synchronous generators, system transfor-

mers, and transmission lines. The excitation and speed-governing system models are

described mainly by nonlinear differential equations which are solved through a Runge-

Kutta integration scheme. For the synchronous generators, the model used is suited for

dynamic stability studies. In this model, fast transients are neglected, and only syn-

chronous currents and voltages are taken into account in the armature circuits. This

synchronous generator model is consistent with the transformer and transmission line

models used in the study.

The test system, which data is shown in the preceding chapter, represents a typical

power system. Action of the excitation and speed-goveming systems on a generator is

reflected in the instantaneous value of synchronous voltages and currents in the gener-

ator phasor diagram. Nonlinear interaction among the generators occurs across the

complex transmission network. The loadllow solution to the network at any step in the

simulation provides a measure of this interaction.

The remainder of this chapter provides a detailed explanation and justilication of the

simulation program used in the study.

Component Modelling

Excitation System Model. lnclusion of excitation system behavior in a dynamic sta-

bility study allows a more realistic and accurate machine representation which goes be-

yond the simpler model of constant voltage behind the transient reactance. With the
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exception of Generator 10 which has a constant field excitation, an equivalent IEEE

Type 1 excitation system will be assumed for each of the generators. This model corre-

sponds to a continuously acting regulator and exciter. The control and state estimation

problems which will be discussed in the next two chapters will be formulated based on

the assumed excitation system model. Use of a different model necessarily requires the

reformulation of these two problems. However, the general methodology would still

apply.

A block diagram of an IEEE Type 1 exciter was shown on Chapter 3. Two nonline-

arities are accounted for, namely, the upper and lower ceiling voltages on the regulator

output, and the saturation function which depends nonlinearly on the field voltage. The

first transfer function will be a matter of interest in the chapter on state estimation. It

is a simple time constant T, representing the rectifier system and regulator input filter-

ing. T, is usually very small and may be considered to be zero under certain conditions.

The following nomenclature will be used in this paper to denote the state variables and

other quantities in the ith excitation system.

Vy, = output voltage of input filter .

V„, = main regulator output voltage

IQ, = excitation major damping loop signal

E,„,_, = field voltage

SE, = saturation function
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V„,_, = constant reference signal

IQ, = control input signal

The differential equations relating the above quantities to one another are given by :

V — l- E Vyi”' T_( ti- yi) (4·l)
fl

· 1
Vri Vri + ( ' Vyi

—
Vzi + Vrefi + Vsi)Kai] (4-2a)

In situations where the regulator voltage is at its upper or lower limit,

V,, = 0 (4.20)

S+KE V 43zi- Tß Tai rr"( Ei Ei) /*111]* zi (·)

· 1
Efdi (SE: + KE1)Efdz] (4-4)

The saturation is a nonlinear monotonically increasing function of the field voltage

E,,_,. In this paper, the function was assumed to be exponential, i.e.,

Susi =./(Erd;) = Aa ¢XP(B¢a • Emi) (4-5)

The constants A,, and 8,, were determined using the base data (100% loading and gen-

eration levels and (1/1.13) of the corresponding values shown in Chapter 3). Once

computed, they were used to simulate power system performance at 113% level of

loading and generation. For each of the nine generators with variable field excitation,
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the base case field voltage E,,,„,, was computed from base case data and used in the fol-

lowing manner to solve for A,, and 8,,:

Seßßxcired Excirer. Assuming known 8,,,,,,,, and V,,_„,,,,, from input data and an ex-

ponential saturation function,

VRmax,i " (Kläi + SEmax,i)Efdmax,i:6jZ = 0 (4-6)

Computation of E,,,,„,,,_, from the prcceding yields two equations for A,, and 8,,.

SEmax,i = Aei cxp(Bei ' Efdmaxj) (4-7)

KE; + Aei ¢XP(Eea • Erde;) = 0 (4-8)

The last equation is justilied by the argument that at the initial value E,,,„_,, the shunt field

exactly compensates for the exciter saturation and no regulator output is required [85].

lt also reveals that KE, < 0 for a self-excited exciter. As can be seen from the excitation

system data of Chapter 2, generators l,2,3,4,6,8 have this kind of excitation system.

Separate{y—Excited Excirer. The values of the saturation function at E,,,,,„„_, and

0.75E,„,„,„,_, are given as 5,,,,,,,, and S,,„_,,„„,,_, from the input data together with V,,,,,,,,_,. As

before, E,,,„,_, is computed from

Vnmex; — (Km + $Emex;)Erdmex;;e; = 0 (4·9)

Then, the following equations were solved for A,, and 8,,.

seem; = Aer °XP(Eea • Efdmaxj) (4· 10)

Ssonsmex; = Aei ¢XP(Eea • 0·75Erdmex;) (4-1 l)
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Speed-Govemor Model. Figure 4.1 shows a functional block diagram showing the lo-

cation of the speed-governing system and turbine of a generator relative to the complete

system. An input signal is provided to the Govemor Speed Changer by Automatic

Generation Control. This input representing a compositc load and speed reference is

normally assumed constant over the interval of a stability study. Figure 4.2A shows a

model of a speed-governing system for a steam turbine using either electro-hydraulic or

mechanical-hydraulic control. The time constant 7} represents steam feedback which

exists in an electro-hydraulic control scheme. Assuming a mechanical-hydraulic control

scheme, the time constant is set to zero. In the following power system study, nonline-

arities will be neglected except for the rate and position limits represented in Figure 4.2A.

Provided that rate limits Pgs and Pg9W" on PG, are recognized, the speed-govemor model

reduces to that shown in Figure 4.2B. The existence of a control input signal P, will be

assumed by the controller to be studied in this paper.

The speed-govemor basically works in the following manner. The speed signal is

subtracted from the reference input SR and the resulting error signal w is fed into the

speed relay (with time constant 7}) where it is amplified and converted into a position

signal. Thus, the control input signal is superimposed on this position signal. A second

stage amplifier (with time constant 7}) is provided by the servo-motor which operates

the steam valves. The steam flow through these valves produces a torque which is op·

posed by the load and loss torques. The net remaining torque is used to accelerate the

rotating mass of the shaft which feeds the speed signal back to the speed govemor.

Between the govemor-controlled valves and the high·pressure turbine is a steam bowl

or chest. This vessel introduces a time delay TCH between changes in valve steam flow

and steam flow in the high-pressure turbine as shown in Figure 4.3. The fraction F re-
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presents the effective gain of the governor·controlled valves. In this paper, the small

boiler tube drop will be ignored (i.e., F = l). The block diagram of Figure 4.3 corre-

sponds to the simple nonreheat steam turbine. Many of the more complicated models

arising from the other steam turbine types essentially reduce to the nonreheat type when

the large time constants (7.5 seconds on the average) are neglected.

Combination ofthe block diagrams in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 results in the speed·govemor

diagram shown in Chapter 3 with the following nomenclature:

w, = error signal, speed deviation from rated value

CG, = speed relay gain

T}, = speed relay time constant (seconds)

Pw, = speed relay output

P0G_, = servo-motor reference signal

Ps, = control input signal

T,, = servo-motor time constant (seconds)

PG,,_, = servo-motor output

Tc„_, = charging time constant

P„„c„_, = mechanical power output
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The differential equations relating govemor-turbine state variables to one another are

given by:

Pwa =T (ccaawa * Pwa) (4-12)
li

· l
P6v,a = (Psa + P06,a ‘* Pwa — P6v,a) (4-1%)

ln cases where P6,„, is at its upper or lower limit,

PGVÄ =

0Physicalconstraints are also imposed on the time rate of change of° P6,,, . At these op-

erating points, the time rate is constant, i.e.

1*6,,, = 1*61,% (4.136)

or

P6v,a = Pg)%wN (4-1%)

whichever is applicable.

· lP · = ——— P ·
— P · 4.14Mrzcm TCHJ ( 6v,a ~1Ecu,a) ( )

Synchronous Generator Model. Figure 4.4 shows the phasor diagram corresponding

to the synchronous generator model to be used in this paper. lt assumes steady-state

conditions in the armature stator windi11gs of' the generator and includes the effects of

three windings (generator field winding and the equivalent d-q armature windings) only
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[79,88,97]. The damper winding circuits are neglected because they involve time con-

stants much shorter than periods of time normally associated with dynamic stability

studies. The phasor equations are given by :

Eqa = + Gaza +fxqa2ia (4-15)

Era = + 'da2la +jxdi·Z:\i +JxqaZ;a (4- 16)

The algebraic equations are:

E'qa = Eqa — (xqa * x'di)Idi (4-17)

Era = Eqa + (xdi — xqi)Idi (4-18)

Eu = E'qa + (xdi * x'di)Idi (4-19)

~Reference [79] has shown the following differential equation to be applicable under the

same assumptions:

Eqi = (Erd; " Era) (4-20)

where

E'„, = voltage proportional to field flux linkages

E„ = voltage proportional to field current

E„_, = voltage proportional to field voltage
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Appendix A derives the following exprcssions for the generated real and reactive power

directly from the phasor diagram:

E'qiEti _ Etitxqa — X'aa) _
SlI](2öqiQ--E-c¤s(6—-6-)-—i[

26 -6 ·
‘26 6 422E1“ pda qr 6 fdixqi Xqa°°$ ( qi 6)+ X aasm ( qi " 6)] ( · )

The electromechanical behavior of generator "i" is described by the following swing

equations.

Mäqi + Wöqa — äqc) = PM1— PEi (4-23)

6,,, - wi (4.24)

where, 6,,,, the center-of·angle is given by

i=NGA

_ i=l f
öqcß — -1-——i=NG (4.25)

Ji=l

Transformer Model. As shown in Figure 4.5, the transformer equivalent circuit with a

per-unit tums ratio azl can be converted into an equivalent 7E circuit using the following

admittance transformation :
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”
l

1 ..VB (4.26)
a

a — lYc = Y( "T)

Here it is noted that transformer data given in the preceding chapter provide the series

per·unit impedance as seen from the unity side of the transformer. The admittance Y

shown in Figure 4.5A is the reciprocal of the given series impedance.

System Network and Transmission Line Models. Each of the transmission lines will be

represented by its 1l network equivalent. The values of the transmission line parameters

evaluated at the nominal frequency were given in Chapter 3 and are used to compute the

elements of the power system admittance matrix. This method ofrepresentation neglects

the network transients characterized by very small time constants and is consistent with

the steady-state assumptions made for the generator armature windings [97,98].

Treating the synchronous generators for the moment as components external to the

network, the following discussion applies. Let an element im ofthe complexadmittance

matrix be denoted by Y,„,[6,„,. The current Ä injected into bus k is given by

I = XK (427)

where _

I = vector of injected bus current phasors

E = complex admittance matrix .
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E = vector of bus voltage phasors

Thus, letting NBUS denotc the total number of system buses,

NBUS NBUS
4

lk- Ykn V„ (Ykn Lok;.) (V-; Lö„) (4-28)
"=l n=l

The complex power injected into bus k is

. —»
JL

__
U d _~ NBUS/„ /„¢

Sk = Vklk = Vk Lök (Ykn L- 0k„) (V;. L- 6;;) (4-29)
n=l

A NBUS
Sk = VkV,,Yk,, [(6k — 6,, — 8,,,,) (4.30)

n=l

The injected real power is given by

_‘ NBUS
Pk = Re = YknCOS(6k •• 6,,

—n=l

while the injected reactive power is
u

A NBUS
Q;. = Im [S;.] Vk V;. Yk„Si¤(ök - 6.; - 0k„) (4-32)

n=l
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The above equations apply to any of the NBUS system buses not directly connected to

a generator. The admittance matrix P used ir1 the preceding equations was formed

without regard to the generator parameters. The power quantities P, and Q, above irn·

plicitly include the contributions from attached generators for cases where the system

bus corresponds to a generator terminal. Let P,,,„_, and Q,„,„ denote the power drawn

by an extemal load from the generator terminal bus. Then, letting "i" denote the cor-

responding generator

NBUS

- Pldoad = Pk VkV„Yk„cos(ök•—n=l

NBUS
” Qkload = Qk = Vk Vu Yknsimök ' ön ' oki;) ' Q51 (4-34)

n=l

where PE, and QE, are the real and reactive power contributions from the ith generator

mentioned in the preceding section.

Simulation Program Flowchart

Figure 4.6 shows the general flowchart followed in the simulation program.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the disturbance assumed in the study is the instantaneous

and permanent outage of one of the system transmission lines. The change in network

topology therefore occurs once only ( at the very start of the simulation ).
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In the proposed field implementation of the optimal controller, necessary bus voltage

quantities required by the controller and the state estimators will be provided by the

phasor measurement systems. Real-time computation of the loadflow solution will be

performed once only at the very start of the control time interval to determine a target

steady-state operating condition for the power system. Thus, the loadflow calculations

performed in the simulation of power system behavior following the disturbance take the

place of real-tirne phasor and auxiliary measurements performed on the power system.

The solution to the loadflow problem yields the power system bus voltage magnitudes

and angles under given load and machine internal voltage conditions and allows direct

computation of the ith generator quantities PE, and E„ for use in the machine swing and

excitation system equations.

Computation of the control input signals to the excitation and speed—governing sysj

tems consists of state estimation and the application of the control law. Chapter 6 will

discuss the problem of state estimation to calculate the state variables in the exciter and

speed-govemor of each generator under assumed levels of measurement noise and state

disturbances. Chapter 5 will deal the control algorithm itself These aspects of the

program will not be discussed in detail in this chapter.

The next step in the simulation is the numerical integration of the differential

equations arising from the assumed models for the system components. Each generator

has ten state variables ( four from the excitation system, three from the speed-governor,

one from the generator model itself} and two from the swing equations ) except the

largest generator which has six ( since it has a constant field excitation ). Thus, for the

ten-machine system being studied, the stability program must numerically integrate

ninety-six (96) differential equations. A fixed-time step fourth-order Runge-Kutta
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scheme is used to accomplish the integration. At each time step, the nonlinear quantities

on the right-hand of some differential equations are provided by the solution to the

loadflow problem.

A period of five seconds will be simulated in the various cases to be considered

(Chapters 5 and 6). This is about the amount of time needed by the power system to

approach a steady-state condition upon application of the optimal controller under the

best conditions.

The last section of this chapter will discuss in some detail the loadflow subroutine of

the simulation program.

The Loadtlow Subroutine (Multiple V- ö Bus Formulation) . The following formulation

of the loadflow problem and its solution assumes constant power (real and reactive)

loads. The (2*NBUS) unknown quantities to be computed are the voltage magnitudes

and angles of the system buses which satisfy the known P,Q conditions on the same

buses and the known internal machine voltages E',. The loadflow computations are

performed at every time step. Thus, the E'„,'s correspond to the current solutions to the

differential equations.

ln the conventional loadflow problem, the only V- ö bus is the slack bus. In the

present case, there are effectively NG ( NG = number ofgenerators in the system) slack

buses corresponding to the NG internal machine buses containing the voltages E',. Let

B1. = [P1 P2 Pk PNBUS]T (435)

QL = [Q1 Q2 Qk QNBUS]T (436)
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j;'L=[V1 V2 Vk VNBUS]T (4.37)

Elq= (4-39)

Ejq= [Eql E'q2 (4.40)

§q=[Öql Öq2 Öqi (4,41)

Er=[E11 E12 Eu Et,NG]T (4-42)

Ör= [ötl öt.2 öta (4-43)

Then, for a generator terminal bus, using Eqs.(4.33)·(4.34),

Pk = Pk(KL• Ö1.- E'qa» öqa) (4-44)

Q1; = Qk(ZL• Ö1.- E'q1- öqa) (4-45)

where k = NBUS - NG + i.

For a system bus not attached to any generator,

Pk= Pk(KL, gi;) k = 1, 2, ..., NBUS (4.46)

I

Qk=Qk(ZL,&L) k = 1, 2, ..., Nßus (4.47) _
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where l < k < (NBUS-NG). As pointed out in Chapter 3, the last ten system buses

correspond to the ten generator terminal buses.

At a given instant of time, the internal voltage phasor

E'qi = E'qi [öqi (4.48)

is treated as a given constant. Thus,

k ‘ 8-KL L ÖQL L ( · )AP — öpk
AZ +

äpk
AQ 4 49

ÖQ1. öQ1«
n

A = 4.Q), ÖKL KL + ML
QL ( 50)

and

ABL 111 112 AKL
= (4.5])

AQ!. 21 122 AQL

Eqs.(4.46) and (4.47) are solved for ZL and éL by using the well-known Newton-Raphson

iterative method. In this method, the Jacobian matrix of Eq.(4.5l)

I .lJ: L11 12] (4.52)
21 122

with rank and size of (2*NBUS) is reevaluated at every iteration. From Eq.(4.5l),

AKL _ ABL

Ii ]=L ‘[
il (4.53)

AQL A21.
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The improved estimate to [ZZ é{]’ based on the estimate [K)? é)?]' at the kth iteration

is_

— -1

In the last equation, Bye? and Q)§="> are the vectors ofthe known constant P,Q loads while

B)? and Q)? are the computed injected powers corresponding to the bus voltage estimates

at the kth iteration. The estimate
[_Z)f+‘>

g§)f+‘>]' is considered the solution to Eqs.(4.46)

and (4.47) if the corresponding differences between the elements of the two estimates at

the kth and (k+ l)th iterations are less than a predetermined convergence criteria. Once

the loadflow solution is determined for the current instant of time, the quantities PB, and

E„ for each generator "i" can be computed and used in the next step of the numerical

integration.
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Chapter 5

The Centralized Controller

Introduction

In this chapter, the performance of the centralized controller will be evaluated by

sirnulating its behavior under various conditions. Discussion will first cover the formu—

lation of the control problem, the solution, and minimum requirements for successful

control action. Related questions will then be considered through simulation studies.

Questions to be answered include the adequacy of excitation system control (without

SPCCÖ-QOVCIIIOI control), II1iI1iII1l1II1 amount of pOW¢I' SyS{€IIl II'lC3SLlI'CIT1€I1tS that IICCÖ to

be made to satisfy controller requirements, effects of large state residuals on controller

performance, use of local controllers (instead of the centralized controller), methods used

in the computation ofg,-(t) in the control law, and choice of elements for the weighting

matrix Q in the cost function.
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Simulation studies assume ideal state estimators which provide feedback to the cen-

tralized controller. The next chapter will deal with the interaction between practical

state estimators and the centralized controller.

Control Equations

At this point, the control problem will be formally stated. Given the following state

equation

X(t) = AX(t) + ßLU(t) +j(t) (5.1)

where X(r) is the state n·vector, _Q'(t) the control input r-vector, and [(1) is the state resi-

dual n-vector representing all inaccuracies in the linearization and the output equation

X0) = LIXO) + :0) (52)

where _X(r) is the q-vector of variables to be controlled and 5(1) is the output residual

q-vector representing all inaccuracies ir1 linearization of the output equation, find the

optimal control input signal _Q"(r) such that the scalar J(_(Z‘(r)) is the minimum of the cost

function

_ L r L V r rJ(lZ)— 2 [2 (9)Hc(y)] + 2 {[1 0)Qc0)] + [ll 0)RLZO)]}d¢ (5-3)
to

with respect to _U(r). In the above equations,
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:0) = X0) — X40) (54)

where g(1) is the error vector and L(1) is the target trajectory for the output vector {(1).

The controller is assumed to act over a control time interval [:,,1,]. The output error

weighting matrices H and Q are semi-positive matrices while the control elfort weighting

matrix R is positive-definite. All of the weighting matrices are assumed to be time-

invariant.

Reference [77] has derived the solution to the control problem stated above with the

output residual vector 5 = Q. lt is an extension of the linear output tracking problem

solution given in reference [80]. The solution to the present control problem is intu-

itively obvious (i.e., replace all terms corresponding to {,,(1) with {,(1) — 5(1) ). Appendix

C of this paper presents a formal proof of the solution which will be presented shortly.

The proof has been presented along the lines of references [77,80].

The optimal control law is given by

!1°(r) = R”lBT[g0) l K0)X0)] (55)

where the Kalman gain matrix K(1) is the solution to the matrix Riccati equation

Ku) = — .4T1<(r) — K(»)4 + 1r(:)ßa"ßT1;(¤) — Hg: (5.6)

and $(1) is the solution to the auxiliary differential equation

g(:) = -
[AT — K(1)ßR—1ßT]g(:) — _CTQ[{d(1) - 5(1)] + K(1)[(1) _ (5.7)
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Here it is noted that for L(t) = ,s(t) = Q and j(t) = Q, g(t) = Q, even after taking into ac-

count the fmal condition of Eq.(5.9). Thus, g(t) is the adaptive term in the optimal

control law and is the mechanism by which the controller keeps track ofchanging power

system conditions. The two preceding differential equations have the following fmal

conditions at the end t, of the control time interval:

Kw) = cTH.c (6.6)

gw) = £TH[X„w) — .sw)J (59)

Thus, K(t) and g(t) are solved using backward numerical integration schemes. A special

situation occurs when t,= oo. Physically, this may imply that the controller is allowed

to act for an indefinite amount of time to achieve a target value for the output vector.

"Steady-state" solutions to the differential equations are then used. In the Riccati

Eq.(5.6), K(:) becomes a Coustant matrix Ks and is the solution to the matrix algebraic

equation

Q = — .4T1;_s— 1<s4+1<s1z1:"1z’1:s- dg: (5.10)

The corresponding steady·state solution for g(z) is given by

gsm = — [AT- 1:s1m"ß’1gsm — cfgmm — .tm1+ KSZÜ) (5-11)

Here it is noted that gs remains a function of time since _X,(:), ;(t), and [U) are not time-

invariant vectors. Integration of the preceding differential equation is also implied.

However, a good approximation to gs(t) was used in reference [77]. This approximation

avoids the backward numerical integration implied by Eqs.(5.7) and (5.9) by assuming

that gs(r) = Q.
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g„gO) = — [AT — K.sEK”lBT]”1{CTQ[l’d(1) — SO)] — Ks[O)} (5-12)

Thus, with 1,= oo, and using the approximation of Eq.(5.l2), computation of the

"steady-state" matrices K, and g,(1) become independent of the fmal conditions given

by Eqs.(5.8)-(5.9). Also, the cost function is now equivalent to

J(ll) = äI {[zTO)QcO)] + [.UTO)RllO)]}d¢ (5-13)
[0

During actual controller implementation, the controller state and output variables are

either measured or estimated from the measurements. Thus, the nonlinear vector func-

tion X(1) can be directly computed. Elements of the output vector X(1) are all directly

measured. The state and output residual terms [(1) and ;(1) can then be computed as

[O) = XO) — AXO) — B.llO) (5- 14)

and

„tO) = XO) — CXO) (5- 15)

Definition of Controller Vectors

This chapter will study and consider different types of controllers employing either or

both excitation system and speed—govemor control. The section on "Simulation

Studies" enumerates and describes the different cases considered in this chapter. This
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section and the following will assume the controller of Case 1 using both excitation

system and speed~governor control, with measurement and control offield and generator

terminal voltages. Modification of the control problem for the other cases will be dis-

cussed in the latter sections of this chapter.

The controller state vector will now be defined. As discussed in Chapter 3, the study

system has ten generators with the largest generator, generator 10, having a constant

field excitation. Also, relative angular values will be used in the controller formulation

to make the resulting feedback matrix A nonsingular. The section entitled "Comments

on the Riccati Equation" will explain the necessity of using a nonsingular feedback ma-

trix. The principle is identical to that used in the solution to the conventional loadflow

problem in which the slack bus angle is set to a constant value (normally zero) and all

the other bus angles are solved with respect to the slack bus angle. ln the present case,

the q-axis of the largest generator is chosen to be the reference bus. Only nine relative

angular values deterrnined from the actual positions of the q-axis of each machine are

necessary to determine the state of the power system. Moreover, the largest generator

may in fact be a single machine representation of an external system. The present for-

mulation will use incremental changes in the original state variables of the transient

stability program for the controller variables. These changes are the deviations from the

nominal prefault operating point values presented in Chapter 3.

For the excitation system of generator i, the contribution to the controller state vector

is

XEXCÄ = [AVyi AVÜ AVZÄ AEFD_i]T (5.16a)

The speed-governing system of the same generator contributes
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· r
XSP,i= [^Pwa ^Pov,a APMECHJ] (5·l6b)

The generator itself gives rise to the vector

X6; = [AEK;1 (Mqa — Aöqlü) (wqa — wql0)]T (5·l6¢)

In the last expression, E',,, is the internal machine voltage, 6,,, is the position of the ith

machine q-axis with respect to the a synchronously rotating frame of reference, and w,

is the speed of the ith machine rotor with respect to the synchronous frame of reference.

The q-axis position of Generator 10 is used as the reference axis for controller itself

The state vector contribution from the ith generator is therefore given by the 10-element

vector
i

.1;=£xä. xäxci x§»J (5-171

For the centralized controller, the complete state vector has 91 elements given by

X: Xf (5.18)

The control input vector will be defmed next. As described in the excitation and

speed-goveming system models of Chapter 4 and the accompanying block diagrams, at

most two control input signals are defmed for generator i, V,, and P„. They are applied

to the excitation and speed-governing systems respectively. Thus,

ur= U2. PSJT · (5.19)

For the centralized controller, the complete control input vector is

11: [nf uf
_Ug‘]T

(5.20)
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Here it is noted that no control input signals were assumed for the largest generator and

_U(t) has 18 elements.

The controller output vector will be defmed next. The elements of this vector corre-

spond to the variables that are being controlled and measured directly. With the ex-

ception of the field voltages, they defme the dynamic state of the power system itselfi

The output vector contribution from generator i is given by the 4-element vector

E = [^Eu (Aöqi " Aöqm) (wqa — wqio) ^Er=¤,1]T (521)

In the above expression, AE., is the incremental change in the ith generator terminal

voltage magnitude from its nominal operating point value and is a nonlinear function

ofthe controller state variables. The complete controller output vector is

L= [LT L} LT LT A1s.,,,]T (5.22)

_and has 37 elements.
°

At this point, the target trajectory L(t) for the output vector _X(r) will be given some

attention. The expression for the cost function defines the output error vector as

:0) =Xd<r) — Xlr) (523)

In the above expression, L(t) is chosen to be an exponential function of time, i.e.,

LA!) = Zar + (Xd., ”—
Xd;) ¤><p( — r/r) (5-24a)

L., , L., and 1· are all time—invariant quantities.
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The preceding equation for L(t) is applicable to its elements corresponding to AE,,,

(A6, — Aö,,,,), and AE,,,_,. However, it must be noted that w, is the time derivative of

Aö,,. Therefore, the same relationship must hold true for their target trajectories. Use

of a time-invariant (zero) trajectory for the relative rotor speed and an exponential

time-varying trajectory for the relative rotor angle would impose obviously contradictory

conditions on the controller and the power system. Denoting target trajectories by the

subscript "d", and quantities with respect to the largest generator by the subcript "r",

wma = Q'? (^öqr,a«a) (5.24,,)
(0,,,,,1 = ·-

—
Aöqrjdf) exp( — I/T)

assurning that w,, and Aö,,_, have consistent units (e.g., radians/sec. and radians ).

The vector L, is the immediate postfault value (t=0+) of the output vector and is

directly dependent on the nature of the disturbance. The irnmediate post·disturbance

power system state is shown in Chapter 3 (Table 3.1). Of' the four output variables

corresponding to generator i, only the incremental change in the generator terminal

voltage AE, is nonzero since the fault clearance is assumed to be instantaneous and only

the generator terminal voltages are immediately affected by the sudden change in the

transrnission network configuration. In each generator i, the real state variables E',,,

6,, , 60,,, and Em, do not change instantaneously. Thus, the corresponding incremental

changes at t= 0+ are zero. The values
of“

L, are shown on the second column of' Table

5.1 to four significant digits.

The final value L, of the output vector is the target steady-state condition for the

power system based on an assumed postfault configuration. The data presented in

Chapter 3 was based on the instantaneous clearance and permanent dropping of the
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faulted transmission line 20 (Bus I5-Bus 16). Thus, the elements of L, are the corre-

sponding incremental changes obtained from the power system network and individual

machine equation solutions at steady-state. The elements of L, are given on the third

column of Table 5.1.

The time constant 1 in the expression for L(t) was determined from an examination

of the post-fault time curves with no controller some of which are shown in Chapter 3

(Figures (3.5)-(3.10)). In this study, a single value was chosen for all elements of the

target trajectory (1 = 0.8 second). V

The Controller Matrices

The purpose of this section is to illuminate on the procedure used to compute the

linearized controller matrices shown in Eqs.(5.l)—(5.2).

The power system and equipment model equations of Chapter 4 will be the starting

point of the derivations. Most of the equations are repeated here for clarity while some

of them have been modified to suit the state variables defined for the controller. The

following differential equations apply to the large-signal state variables of the controller.

.
'

1E qa = (Erd,1 * E11) ($25)

öqa — öqlü = wa — ww V (526)
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. . 1 ~@*1* @*10 = jf (PMa * Psa * Da(@*1* @*6))‘
1 (5.2761)

* (PM10 * PEIO * D10(@*10 * @*6))

where, 60,, the speed of the center-of—angle with respect to the synchronous frame is

given by

i=l0

2 ^’Ä@*1
wc = (5.27b)

ZM
i=l

· 1

Vri + ( " Vyi - Vzi + Vreü + Vsi)Kai] (5-29)

VH = Ä- [VH -. (SH + KEi)Efdi] — VH} (5.30)
T}; Tci

Efdi = [Va * ($121 + K1s1)E;111] (5-31)

Pwa = (C6a@*1 * Pwa) (5-32)

· 1P6v,a = 'T (Psa + P0c,a * Pwa * P6v,a) (5-33)
T31
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·
I

lPM1zcu,a PMEcu,a) (534)

An examination of the differential equations above show some nonlinear terms on the

right-hand side of some of the equations. It is seen that these nonlinear terms can be
T

expressed in terms of the controller state variables and generator terminal voltages

(magnitude and angle). Thus, in the dilferential equation for E'„,,

E11 = E' a(
'JÄQL) * — l)E¤¤¤S[(ö a- Ö 10) " (60 — Ö 10)] (5-35)q X aa X di

°‘ q q

In the differential equation for (cb, — cbm), the electrical power output is given by

EqiEti ,
PEi Öqio) " (66 ‘* 6q10)]

E3
(5.36)

(Xqa — ¤-“«1)Si¤|Ä2(öq1 * öqro) — 2(öu " öql0)]

Lastly, in the excitation system equations, the saturation function is given by

SEi = AEa¢XP(B1za • Erd:) · (537)

The state of a power system (the bus voltage magnitudes and angles) is directly deter-

rnined by the generator state variables E'„, and 6,,. Knowledge of this state variable pair

for all the generators defme a stable solution to the loadflow problem provided that the

network and load behavior is known. As stated in the previous chapter, loads extemal

to the network are assumed to draw a constant amount of real and reactive power.

Thus, letting

E¢= [Erl Erz Era (5-38)
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and
i

6:1 = [(6:1 — 6:110) (6:1 (6:1 — 6:110) (ötlü — öql0)]T (5-39)

they can be written symbolically as

E: = Er(X(‘))
é,„=,2,.<10)) · (5*40)

where _

10) = Ze + X(¢) (5-41)

is the vector of large-signal controller state variables and X(:) is the corresponding

small-signal vector defined in the preceding section. L, is the prefault value of L(t). The

nonlinear differential Eqs.(5.25)-(5.34) can then be written in compact Form as

10) = .G( 10), H0), E,(10)), é:1(10)) ) (5-42)

Assuming that the Functional Q is evaluated For the prefault network configuration, the

stable prefault equilibrium operating point is described by

9 = §( Ke, 9, E:(1,,), é:1(1,,)) = go (5-43)

lirom Eq.(5.4l),

L1:) = io + X1:) = .X(t) (5.44)

since L, is a time·invariant vector. Thus,

X0) = .G( 1,, + X0), H0), E,(1,, + X0)), é:,(1,, + X0)) ) (5-45)
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Applying a first order Taylor's series expansion to the preceding equation and the chain

rule,

ag ag özi, ag öét- ag
X(t) -Q,, +

I: ax + ÖEI ax + öéu ax X(t) + Ü-U _U(t) +[(X(t)) (5.46)

Noting that Q, = Q,

X(:) = .4X(r) + B_U(:) +j(X(:)) (5.47)

The partial derivatives are evaluated at the stable prefault equilibrium point of the power

system. The vector[(X(t)) represents the second and higher order terms in the Taylor's

series expansion. Here, it is noted that the partial derivatives of fi with respect to X,

E,, Q,, and _U can be computed directly, some of them visually for the linear terms,

through Eqs.(5.25)-(5.34). This observation is particularly true for the elements of the

control matrix B. Appendix D shows the necessary expressions needed ir1 the compu-

tation of the partial derivatives. Computation of the partial derivatives of the generator

terminal quantities E, and Q, with respect to the state vector X is not straightforward

because of the absence of closed form expressions for Eqs.(5.40). In fact, the determi-

nation of generator terminal quantities for given values of generator state variables is the

equivalent of the loadflow problem itself as discussed in Chapter 4. Evaluation of the

partial derivatives

@12 öéuand ax (5.48)

at the prefault operating point will be accomplished in an indirect way by utilizing the

extemal transmission network configuration. This configuration also determines the

manner of interaction among the generators of the system.
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Define the vector of incremental internal machine voltages as

AEjq= [AE'qI AE'q2 ...AE’qI AE'qIII
]T (5.49)

Also, let the vector of incremental relative angular values be

Aéqr = [(AöqI — Aöqw) (Aöqz — AöqIII) Aöq,_I (Aöqg -— AöqIII)]T (5.50)

where

A6qI._I = (AöqI — Aöqm)

The vector of incremental changes in the bus voltage magnitudes is

AZL = [AVIII AVI_2 AVL39
]T (5.51)

and the vector of incremental changes in relative angular values of the bus voltages is

lgiven by .

AöqIII)(AöI_2 — Aöqm) (AöI_39 — AöqIII)]T (5.52)

where

^öLr,k = (Mur " Aöqlü)

Further, let the vectors of incremental changes in the injected real and reactive bus

powers be defined as

Alf = [API AP2 API, AP39 ]T (5.53)

and
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AQ= AQ2 AQ, AQ39 ]T (5.54)

For a generator terminal bus k corresponding to generator i (k = 29 + i), PE, and QE,

are negative components of P, and Q, respectively. Eq.(5.36) gives the expression for

PE, while QE, is given by

E' Fu
Qm = °°$(öqr,a ‘ Öua)

E3
(5.55)

· 2 [
'[xqicos

XThen,P, and Q, are given by

NBUS

Pk
—·r1=I

NBUS

Vrn Ylmsin(öLr,k " ötm " Ükn) — Qua (5-57)
n=l

Noting that AE,, and Aö,,_, are components of AZ, and Aét, respectively,

Pk = Pk(-KL•éLr•Eq¤-éqr) (5 58)
Q1. = Qk(-KL»-éLr»Eq•·éqr) '

and
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where E and Q are the vectors of injected real and reactive bus powers. Linearizing us-

ing a first-order Taylor's series expansion yields

AE AKL A
= JA + JB

Eq
(5-60)

AQ AéLr Aéqr

Appendix D shows the appropriate expressions for the elements of], and J,. Under the

assumption of constant P-Q loads,

AKL A ' A
‘

= — JÄIJB
Eq

= C1
Eq

(5-61)
AéLr Aéqr Aéqr

Thus, by choosing the appropriate row ofQ,, AE„ and (AQ, — AÖ,,„,) may be expressed in

terms of the elements ofAE', and AQ,. ln other words, the matrix Q, contains all of the

elements required by the matrix ofpartial derivatives ofE, and Q, with respect to X, given

by expressions (5.48).

The procedure just outlined to express the generator terminal quantities AE, and AQ,

as linear combinations of the state variables ÖL and AQ, allows the direct deterrni-

nation of elements of the output matrix Q. Each row of the output matrix correspond-

ing to an incremental change in generator terminal voltage contains elements which are

either from the Q, matrix or zeroes. Each row corresponding to a state variable in the

controller has an element " l" placed at the appropriate column. Otherwise, the element

is zero.
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Comments on the Riccati Equation

The Riccati differential equation given by Eq.(5.6) is repeated here.

Ku) - -4%- KA + KBIFIBTK- dg: (6.62)

Reference [89] points Out that if the matrix pair (A, ß) is controllable, a steady-state

solution K, exists for the preceding Riccati equation. Reference [90] has weakened the

existence condition to the stabilizability of the matrix pair (A, ß), i.e., the steady-state

solution K, exists if all unstable eigenvalues of the feedback matrix A are controllable.

Inithe present problem formulation, linearization of the differential Eqs.(5.25)-(5.34) was

performed about the stable prefault equilibrium point of the power system, consequently

producing a stable feedback matrix (all eigenvalues have negative real parts). Thus, A

has no unstable eigenvalues and the pair (A, ß) is stabilizable regardless of the value

chosen for the control matrix ß. Therefore, K, exists which satisfies the algebraic Riccati

equation :

Q - - ATK_g— KSA +K_gBR”lBTK,g —r;Tgr; (6.66)

" At this point, it will be shown that two minimum requirements must be satislied by

the resulting K, matrix for succesful control action :
’

l) K, must be positive-detinite.

2) The closed-loop feedback matrix (A — ßR·‘ß'K,)
must be stable.
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The need for the first condition will be proved in two steps. Firstly, it will be shown

that the linear output regulator problem is a special case of the present problem formu-

lation and therefore, a requirement for the linear output regulator is also a requirement

for the more general nonlinear output tracking controller. Secondly, it will be shown

that the linear output regulator problem requires K, to be positive-defmite.

The first step is easily accomplished by noting that for [(1) = Q, s(1) = Q, and L(1) = Q,

the system is described by the equations :

XO) = AKO) + BHO) (264)
XO) = CXO)

with cost function

J
_ L °° 1* 1*(11) - 2 (11 1111 + 1 g1)d¤ (6.66)

Io

The steady-state solution to the auxiliary differential Eq.(5.l2) subject to the linear reg-

ulator conditions is

$(1) = Q (5.66)

with the resulting control law

11°<1>= —11"ß’1<sx<1> (5-67)

The second step will be accomplished by invoking the Hamilton-Jacobi equation which

must be satisiied by the optimal cost function J(_U'). Reference [89] shows a derivation
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of the Harnilton~Jacobi equation which is stated below for an infmite control time in-

terval.

Defme the performance index as

V(X0)„ 110)- I) = 2J(U) = I °o¢’(X0)- 110), I)dI (5-68)
to

where
‘

¢’(X(I)- 110), I) = 11T(I)&l1(I) + XT(I)QX(I) (5.69)

Also, let

X(I) = E(X(I)„ 110)- I) (5-70)

If V'(X(t), r) satisfles the following Hamilton-Jacobi equation,

U VU
I) (5-71)

where minimization is performed with respect to the control input vector _(Z(z) , then

V°(X0)„ I) = V(X0)-11*0)- I) = 21(11·) (5-72)

and is the optimal performance index. -

A solution will now be assumed for V'(X(t), t) and shown to satisfy the Hamilton-

Jacobi Eq.(5.7l). Assume that
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V°(X(r>. r) = XT(r>K„gX(r> (5.73)

Hence,”

av' _ T L _——ö, -X (IX dt l>i;)X(r) -0 (5.74)

since K, is time-invariant. Moreover,

öV° r r1*-* = 2 .X (01:,; (6 75)

since K, is symmetric. Using Eq.(5.65) which defines the cost function for the linear

regulator problem and the last two equations,

¢’(X(¤)„ L10). r) + jl-; TE(X(r)„ Uv). r)öX(r)
= zfau + xTgx+ 2XTKs(AX + BLU)

T T T T (5.76)
=lZ R.U+(X .C )Q(£X)+2X K_«,—(AX+ßLU)

= (1z+ R”lBTK_gX)TR(.U+ R—lBTK_gX)
+

x’[r;TQc—
1<_,ß1s"z—z’"1<_,+1<_,4+ ATKSJX

The last part of the equation above has been obtained through the use of a matrix

identity applied to an analogous expression in reference [89]. The right-hand side of the

equation is to be minimized with respect to the control input vector Q(r). Since R is

specified to be positive-definite, and the second term in the last part of the equation is

independent of _U, the optimal control input vector is given by

u' = — 11**6 TKSX (5.77)
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which is the control law of Eq.(5.67). Moreover, since K, is the steady-state solution to

the Riccati equation, it satisties Eq.(5.l0) which is repeated here after a rearrangement

of terms.

T -1 T T
Q=.C Q.C—K_gBR B l§_g+K_gA+A Kg (5.78)

Thus, the second term is simply zero and

·
ö V*

·ll (F), F) + >TE(X(F), ll (F), F) = Q (5.79)

Therefore, the assumed V‘(X(t), r) = X’(t)K,X(t) satisfies the Hamilton·Jacobi equation

and is the optimal performance index for the linear output regulator problem. This most

recent result shows that for a non-positive definite K,, minimization ofJ(_U) with respect

to Q does not necessarily imply the regulation of the vectors X and X. On the other

hand, with a positive delinite K,, minimization necessarily implies regulation.

° The second requirement on the steady-state Kalman gain matrix K, is the stability of

the closed-loop feedback matrix (A — ßR·‘ß’K,)
. As shown in Eq.(5.5), the control law

for the nonlinear output tracking problem is given by
‘

tm = R”lBT[gs(F) — K;X(F)] (5.801

Once more, for the linear output regulator problem, Eq.(5.l 1) gives the solution

gS(r) = Q · (5.81)

and

(5.821
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The state equations then reduce to
[

X- .41- BR—lBTK_gX (5 83)
= (.4 — aa"ßT14_,>x °

The output regulator control action (_X,,(1) = Q) can occur in a practical power system

during conditions where the system is being retumed to its initial prcfault operating

point. In these cases, however, [(1) and ,g(t) represent the higher-order terms in the

Taylor's series expansion and are small nonzero quantities. Thus, even in these condi-

tions, the controller still remains nonlinear. On the other hand, as argued earlier, the

stability of the closed-loop feedback matrix (A — ßR·‘ßTK,) for the special case of linear

output regulation must be a requirement for the more general nonlinear output tracking

problem.

ln a paper by Kalman [8l], an analogous algebraic Riccati equation was studied and

given by

Q= — ATK,g—K_gA+KgBR—lBTK_g — DTD (5.84)

where the matrix (Q'Q) was semi-positive delinite. In that paper, it was pointed out that

if the matrix pair (A, ß) is controllable and the matrix pair (A, D) is observable, then the

resulting steady-state solution K, is positive-defmite and the closed-loop feedback matrix
”(A — ßR·‘ß'K,) is stable.

In the nonlinear output tracking formulation, the Riccati equation is given by

Eq.(5.l0). Thus, by comparison,

c’gc= DTD (6.66)
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Given that the matrices Q to be used in the following study cases are real, diagonal, and

positive defmite, observability of the matrix pair (A, Q) can be evaluated through the

matrix pair (A, Q itself Thus, observability of the linearized system of equations is di-

rectly related to the number of assumed measurements in the power system. Inadequate

number of measurements is reflected by a non-positive defmite (singular) K,. Some of

the cases to be studiecl in the following sections are aimed at determining the minimum

number of required measurements for successful control action.

Using the assumed control input signals, controllability based on the linearized system

of equations only can be shown for a very small analogouls AC system. However, to a

much larger system, this conclusion regarding controllability cannot be automatically

extended. In addition, the choice of control input signals in the following study cases

is limited to presently existing control methods (excitation system and speed-govemor

control). Availability of new arbitrary control signals is not assumed. Hence, conclu-

sions regarding controllability of the large nonlinear power system being presently

studied will be based on simulation results. Stability of the linear closed-loop feedback

matrix (A — ßR·‘ß'K,) will be monitored closely in all cases.

Simulation Studies

ControHer performance under various conditions has been evaluated through a num-

ber of simulation case studies. In the case studies of this chapter, ideal state estimators

are assumed. An ideal state estimator is defined here as a device which feeds to the

controller the exact values of state variables for computation ofg,(t) and control input
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signal vector _U(t). Interaction between practical state estirnators and the centralized

controller will be considered in the next chapter. In the following paragraphs, the base

case study (Case l) is presented first. The succeeding case studies are then described as

variations from Case I. The differential Riccati Eq.(5.6) is re-solved where necessary.

Case l. This case involves combined excitation system and speed-governor control in

each generator, with field voltage measurement and control, and accurate linearization.

As stated earlier, the state, control input, and output vectors are given by

X:= [Xga Xgxca XsT1=·,a]T (5-86)

where

Xüi = [AE'qi (Aöqi —
Aöqlo) (wqi

·•XEXCJ= [A Vyi AV,.i AVZi AEFD_i]T (5.87b)

XSPJ = [Apwi APGM APMECHQT (5.876)

gi = [Vs, psi]T (5.88)

E = [Mira (Mqa — Aöqio) (wqi — wqao) ^E1=¤,a]T (5-89)

and for the centralized controller

X= [gf X} X} AE'qw]T (5.90)

u=[11{ uf uff (5.91)
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TL: LT (5.92)

Related time curves obtained for this case are shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.6 and Figure

5.10.

Case 2. This case is intended to study the adequacy of' excitation system control alone

(without speed-govemor control) in accomplishing the centralized control task. lt has

been observed that the time derivatives corresponding to the speed govemor state vari-

ables tended to be small. Thus, the state vector as defmed in this case does not include

the speed govemor state variables. Their effects in a generator are reflected in the

changing instantaneous value of PMECHJ, as captured by the residual term in one of the

swing equations. Therefore,

X, : rx;. X§XC,JT (6-93)

gi : [ vs,]T (5.94)

X: X,T (6.96)

Q= (5.96)

The controller output vector is the same as in Case l. Related time curves for this case

are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.1.

Case 3. This case shows the need for field voltage measurement and control. The state

and control input vectors X and Q are the same as in Case 1. Here, however, the output

vector X, does not include the element AEFDJ and is given by
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L = [AE; (Mqi — Aöqm) (wqa — <¤q1o)]T (5-97)

x= [xl xl xl xl AE.„,JT (5.96)

Related time curves for this case are shown in Figure 5.1 and Figures 5.8 to 5.9.

Case 4. In this case, the effects on controller perfomiance of a large state residual

vector[(1) will be studied. The state, control input, and output vectors used are identical

to those in Case l. However, the feedback matrix to be used in Case 4 is

where Am is the feedback matrix of Case l. Use of 4,,, induces large values to appear

for the state residual vector [(1). Although Am itself is a stable matrix (obtained by

linearizing about the prefault operating point), 4,,, may or may not be stable. This was

checked and A30 was found to be stable, thus ensuring the existence of a steady-state

solution to the corresponding Riccati equation. Here, the scalar quantity r, is defined.

I 1 I '
rf= (5.100)

IAXI

where

9,1

Ijlr) I 2 = (0
i=l

and
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91 91
um Z

=i=l j:]

Thus, r, is a measure of the relative magnitudes of the elements of[(1) relative to the time

derivatives of the controller state vector. lt is found to be about twice larger ir1 Case 4

than in Case 1. Related time curves for this case are shown in Figures 5.10 to 5.13.

Case 5. The controller as formulated in this case is an attempted improvement over

that of Case 4. The same feedback matrix 4,,, as used in Case 4 will be utilized here,

thereby retaining the large state residual terms. However, the controller state and out-

put vectors will be altered slightly such that for the new controller,

. (P) = 9X"'”°"
(5.101)

Snewü) = Q

The last two conditions are motivated by the equations used to compute g,(t) and the

control input vector _(,[(1) in Case 4:

. T -1 T T&s(¢)=—[A —KsBR E ]—£ Q[Y4(¢)—-¥(¢)]+Ksl(¢) (5102)
tim - x"ß’[;_,m — K_gX(t)]

The differential equation above shows that the forcing function

CTQEXAI) — M] + Ks[(')

is dominated by K,[(1) as [(1) gets larger. lt is noted that typically, elements of the

Kalman gain matrix K, are two or three orders of magnitude larger than the elements
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of the weighting matrix Q itself Thus, for large state residuals, the controller becomes

relatively insensitive to the target trajectory _L,(z) and the output residual term ,s(1). In

the controller of Case 5, the burden ofL(1) and 5(t) will be shifted to [(1).

Define the controller output vector temporarily as

L = [AE'q; (Aöq; — Aöq;0) (mq; — mq;0) AE;:D_;]T (5.103)

1: [1T 1{ LT jf; A1z”q„,]T (5.104)

Then,

.s(1) = Q (5.105)

since the output variables are all elements of the controller state vector. Now, let

X61a(¢) = XG)
_X„.w(¢) = 11.1.10) — 1Q,„1.1(¤) (5.106)
-Yd,new(T) = -x:1,old(T) " -Yd,o1d(T) = Q

where L_,,,„(t) is computed from the i1nn1ediate postfault and steady-state postfault values

of the controller state vector X(r). Thus, if the new output vector is defined as the de-

viation of the old output vector _L,,,,(z) from its target trajectory _L,_„,„(1), the new output

target trajectory would simply be zero. Define the new output vector for generator "i" _

as :

AE'qi
—·

= ° ' 5.107)

AEFDi — AEFDi,d
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and for the centralized controller as

Xnew = [XlT,new (5-108)

Here, it is noted that

wi,d — @10,6 = 0 (SJO9)

Since the condition ,s„„,(r) = Q requires the output variables to be state variables also, the

new controller state vector is defined in Case 5 as:

where

AE'qi
— AE’qi_d

@z — @10

(5.111)

^Er=¤a — AEFDi,d
Apwa

^P6v,a
^PMEc1~1.i

Using the above formulation allows the computation

. _ T -1 T
SS,new(’) — — [4 — Ksmwßß E ]£s,„ew(¢) + Ks,„6w[(') (5-U2)
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without dependence on _X,,_„„,(1) or s,,„,(!). The new cost function for this case is given

bv

J _L °° T T T d„ew(!l) —
2 I

(ll E-U + Xn¢wQXm-W) Y (5-* *3)

Related time curves for this case are shown ir1 Figures 5.11 to 5.13.

Case 6. This case study is intended to show the importance ofcoordinating the control

action in each individual generator. Here, the control input signals are computed from

local measurements and local feedback only. The Riccati equation is solved for each

generator and used 111 individual decentralized controllers. Each controller is described

by the following equations:

Xlr) = A1Xlr) + ßr1Z.lr) +&lr)
Xlr) = §«Xlr) + nlr) (5.114)

lilr) = Rf‘BrT[ssilr) — lis¤Xlr)]

where

gsm = —

CA?Individualcontroller vectors are defined as

TXF Exär Xgxci XsT1=,1] (5-**6)
where _
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I
XGi = [AE'.]; (46.11- Aöqlü) lwqa ‘ wql0)]T

Xßxca = [AVA AVA AVz1 AEFDJJT (5.117)

Xsp,1=[APw1 AP6v,1 APMEcH,1]T

X5 = (46.,1- Aöqm) (wq1— coqlo) AEFDJJT (5.118)

14 = IIV,, 1=,1ZIT (5.119)

A0) -1.0) -1.110) (5120)

Each controller attempts to minimize the cost function

. 1 °°jf {[¢1T(‘)Q1£1(¢)] + [.U1T(¢)E1lZ1(!)]}dt (5.121)
to

Thus, there is no attcmpt to control the terminal voltage of the largest generator. Time

curves related to Case 6 are shown in Figure 5.14.

Cases 7 and 8. In an earlier section of this chapter, the controller equations have been

discussed. As stated in that section, an infmite control time interval (g= oo) is assumed

111 formulating the solution to the control problem. Therefore, in the control law

u'0) = R”‘lZT(gs(¢) — KsX(t)) (6.122)

the tirne-invariant solution to the algebraic Riccati Eq.(5.l0) was used. However, the

vector g,(:) remains a function of time because the steady-state solution g,(r) to the dif-

ferential equation
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gv) = — [AT- CTQEXM — -=(*)] + Ksllr) (5-123)

is dependent on _X,,(r), s(r), and j(r). In fact, the backward numerical integration of the

dilferential equation above from (r,= oo) to the instantaneous value of time ( t ) requires

a knowledge of the future values (from t to t,) of L(t), ;(r), and j(r) . This is not a

problem as far as the target trajectory _X,,(t) is concemed since it is determined at the very

start of the control time interval. However, the residual vectors j(t) and ;(t) are deter-

mined only as the measuréments come using Eqs.(5.l4) and (5.15). Thus, only the past

and present values of the vectors are known. A solution to this dilemrna was suggested

and tested in references [77,67] for a small HVDC system using an approximate solution

for g,-(t):

gsm = — KAT- KsßR”lBT]_1{£TQ[Xa(¢) — sw] — zrsrw} 15-124)

The equation above is identical to Eq.(5.l2) and is used in all the study cases of this

paper except Case 8 of this chapter.

A less practical, not necessarily optimal scheme, has been tested through simulation

in the same reference [77] for the same HVDC system. The scheme follows from the

dilferential equation itself and assumes that all future values of_[(r) are equal to the av-

erage of the last four measurements, i.e.,

1 4
{(*5+ 1- 5) (5125)

i=l

where g denotes the time of the most recent measurements and r, > 1}. Extension of the

previous formula to the output residual vector gives
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4
SU; + 1 -1) (5·l26)

i=1

Using the assumed future values ofj(t) and s(t), the differential Eq.(5.l23) is integrated

backwards in time at every value of t. This integration is performed over a reasonably

long interval of time to ensure that the resultant value ofg(r) is the "steady-state" sol-

ution g,(r). Obviously, both the simulation and real-time implementation of the con-

troller using this scheme require a substantial amount of time to compute g,(1) and

um-The purpose of Cases 7 and 8 is to compare controller performance using these two

schemes, one described by the approximate Eq.(5.124) (Case 7) and the other using

backward numerical integration based on assumed values for j(:) and ;(t) (Case 8). In

these two study cases, the controller vectors X, Q, X and matrices A, ß, _C, K, are iden-

tical to those ofCase 1. The main difference is in the assumed behavior of some power

system components. Loads are assumed to act as constant impedances during the

transient period and the largest generator is assumed to have an infinite mass. These

assumptions should not irnpair the comparison between the two schemes, as can be seen

in the definition of the cost function and the chosen output vector for Case 1. Since the

simulation studies of Chapter 6 on the state estimators also assume constant impedance

loads, Case 7 can be looked on as the result of the interaction between the centralized

controller and ideal state estimators. Lastly, it is recognized that since the loads are as-

sumed to behave differently from Case 1, the fmal value of L(t) must be recomputed.

For Cases 7 and 8, the vector L, together with the initial value L, is shown in Table 5.2.

Time curves related to Cases 7 and 8 are shown in Figures 5.15 to 5.17.
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Choice of Q and R Matrices for Cases 1 to 8. The cost function corresponding to the

controller formulation of Eqs.(5.l)-(5.15) with (t,= oo) is given by

_ 1 °° T T./(fl) — E- [(X— L) Q(X — L) + ll Rllildt (5-127)
to

where Q and R are diagonal positive-definite penalty matrices. Except for Cases 2, 3,

and 6 where the sizes of state, control input, and output vectors are different from Case

l, the matrix Q (q = 37) is given by (Cases 1,4,5,7,8) :

4 .Q(k, k) = 10
. _ 2Q(1, 1) - 10

~0Q(i,
j) = 0 , i+k

The subscript "k" corresponds to AE,, or (AE',, — AE',,,_,), i.e., k = 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25,

29, 33, 37. The subscript "i" corresponds to rotor angles, rotor speeds, and field voltages

, i.e., i = 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8,..., 36. The matrix R is given by (Cases 1,4,5,7,8) :

°, =l.O ,°= 1,2,...,18ÜÜ Ü ä . .5.....
B0 .1) = 0-0 .1=#¤

For Case 2 (no speed-govemor control), Q is identical to that of Case l shown above.

Since r = 9 in this case,

',°=1.0 ,°= l,2,...,9RV
. (5.130)

R(¤ .1) = 0-0 .1+¤
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For Case 3 (no field voltage control), E (r = 18) is identical to that of Case 1. However,

q = 28 in this case, i.e.,

gk, k) = 10*
. _ 2Q(*’ 0

_ 10 _ (5.131)
Q1/<„.D= 0 ,1+/<
20.1) = 0 „ i+/<

where k = 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28 andi = 2, 3, 5, 6,..., 27.

Finally, for Case 6 (local controllers), each controller has q = 4 and r = 2. The Q, and

R, matrices are given by

10* 0 0 0
0 102 0 0

Q' _ 0 0 102 0
(5.132)

0 0 0 102
1.0 0

Ri l
0 1.0

Cases 9 and 10. These cases are almost identical to Case 1 from the viewpoint of for-

mulation. Identical controller vectors are used with linearization about prefault oper-

ating point performed as accurately as possible. The variation from Case 1 is in the

choice of slightly different output penalty matrices Q. The matrix B is unchanged.

For Case 9,

Q(i,i)=102 , i = 1, 2,..., 37 (5.133)
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For Case 10,

Q(i,1')=104 , i = 1, 2,..., 37 (5.134)

Time curves related to these two cases are shown in Figures 5.18 to 5.19.

Simulation Results

This section will state some practical observations based on results of simulation of

controller performance for the cases described in the previous section.

Case 1 (Base Case). This case provided the best controller performance of the first six

cases. The power system approached the postfault steady-state condition after about

five seconds. There were minimal voltage magnitude oscillations as expected since the

generator terminal voltages were given the priority in the controller. Machine rotor os-

cillations were damped out substantially within the first second of operation._

Case 2 (No Speed-Govemor Control). In this case, both voltage magnitude and rotor

angle oscillations have been reduced substantially. The power system seems to approach

the postfault steady-state condition much slower than in Case I. Persistent low ampli-

tude oscillations are present even towards the end of the simulation study period (5

seconds).

Case 3 (No Field Voltage Control). This case reveals the need for field voltage control

as in Case 1. In Case 3, the solution K, to the Riccati equation was very close to
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singularity. Low-frequency large-amplitude oscillations characterized some of the out-

put variables, particularly those associated with Generator 2.

Case 4 (Large State Residuals). Power system response to the controller was charac-

terized by minimal oscillations on the output variables coupled with the relative insen-

sitivity of the controller to the target trajectory (the generator voltages in particular ).

Some of the output variables were far from the intended target values for most of the

time interval under study.

Case 5 (Large State Residuals with Regulator Formulation) . This case is marked by

an increase in the sensitivity of the controller to the chosen output target trajectory.

However, oscillation amplitudes larger than those in Case l is observed for most of the

output variables.

Case 6 (Local Controllers). The voltages were controlled very poorly. The rotor angles

and speeds failed to stabilize to steady-state values. In general, the combined perform-

ance of the individual controllers was very poor.

Cases 7 and 8 (Comparison Between Two Methods of Computation of g,(t)). In both

cases, the controller performed satisfactorily. Case 8 employing the backward numerical

integration scheme showed some additional oscillations during the early transient period.

In general, performance of the two schemes appear to be comparable.

Case 9 (Reduced Weighting Factor for Voltages). In this case, the controller performed

much more poorly than in Case l. Power system response was characterized by larger

amplitude and more persistent oscillations during the earlier stages of the time interval

_
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of interest. The reduced control on the generator terminal voltages caused these quan-

tities to move away from their desired trajectories.

Case l0 (Increased Weighting Factor for Rotor Angles). This case reveals the practical

impossibility of making all output variables follow the target trajectory. With more

weight assigned to the angles, the generator terminal voltages did not closely follow their

corresponding target trajectories for most of the time interval under study. Still, con-

troller performance in this respect is better than in Case 9. The angles themselves fol-

lowed their target trajectories more closely. Increasing the elements ofQ from that given

in Case 1 did not significantly improve controller performance.

Conclusions

This chapter has dealt with the evaluation of the performance of the centralized con-

troller under various conditions. Some very important questions have been answered.

Results of Case l indicate that the proposed controller utilizing excitation system and

speed-govemor control performs excellently as long as the minimum requirements of

positive definiteness and linear closed loop stability with accurate linearization are sat-

isfied.

Comparison between the results of Cases l and 2 show that excitation system control

alone produces a reasonable, though not totally satisfactory controller performance.
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Comparison between Cases l and 3 show the need for field voltage measurement and

control.

Cases 4 and 5 show that in the presence of large state residuals, the controller performs

better if operated as an output regulator (X,,„„_,,(z) = Q) with zero output residuals (

;„„,(1) = Q). However, the increase in oscillation amplitudes between Cases l and 5 show

that there is a practical limit to the size of the state residual vector with which the con-

troller can perform well. With very large state residual terms, the computed control in-

put signals can become unusually large such that the excitation system regulator

voltages simply move back and forth from their lower to upper limit values and vice-

versa. In certain situations, it is necessary to neglect these ceiling values in the compu-

tation of the state residual terms (i.e., the computed time derivative is not set equal to

zero) since their inclusion causes the computed residuals to increase in magnitude
un-h

necessarily. Moreover, with 5,,,,,(1)= Q, an important capability of the controller is taken

away. Only state variables or their linear combinations can be controlled, thus excluding

the control of nonlinear quantities such as voltage magnitudes at generator terminals

or any other power system bus.

Case 6 shows that inspite of the presence of residual terms in the state and output

equations (which are included in the control law) and coordinated trajectories, individual

controllers which derive generator control input signals from local measurements only

fail to perform satisfactorily as a group.

Cases 7 and 8 show that the use of the time-saving approximation of Eq.(5.l2) to

compute gS(1) is highly acceptable.
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Cases 9 and 10 show that some care must be exercised in the choice of elements for

the Q matrix. Use of small values (Case 9) reduces the effectiveness ofthe controller and

fails to damp out oscillations in a reasonably short amount of time. Use of large values

above a certain level (Case 10) does not necessarily improve controller performance and

only makes the computation of the solution to the Riccati equation more diflicult.

All of the study cases in this chapter assumed ideal state estimators for controller

feedback. Simulation of practical state estimators, and study of the interaction between

the estimators and the centralized controller will be dealt with ir1 the next chapter.
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Table 5.1. Nonzero Initial and Final Values of Target Trajectory for Case l
—

—
- 4.195 X 10-* 0.0000

2 0.0000 — 5.080 x 10**rad

¤ 0.0000 + 3.517X 10-’p.u.
5 - 8.751 X 10-* 0.0000

0.0000 — 1.244x 10-lrad

Q 0.0000 + 1.489 X 10-'p.u.
9.357 X 10-* 0.0000

0.0000 — l.526x10-*1-ad
12 0.0000 + 1.932x l0"p.u.
13 + 6.219 X 10-* 0.0000

0.0000 + 9.677 X 10-*rad .
ß 0.0000 - 4.615 X 10-*p.u.

17 + 8.903 X 10-* 0.0000

E 0.0000 + 8.755X 10-Rad
20 0.0000 — 4.748 x 10-*p.u.
21 + 6.366 X 10-* 0.0000
22 0.0000 + 9.225 x 10-*rad

24 0.0000 — 5.584 x 10-*p.u.
25 + 5.801 X 10-* 0.0000
26 0.0000 + 8.648 x 10**rad
28 0.0000 — 3.353 x 10-*p.u.

29 - 2.016 X 10-* 0.0000
30 0.0000 — 1.133 x 10-*rad

32 0.0000 + 4.225 x 10-*p.u. '

33 — 1.224 x 10-* 0.0000
34 0.0000 + 2.590 X 10-*1-ad
36 0.0000 — 4.695 X 10-*p.u.

37 - 7.180 X 10-* 0.0000
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Table 5.2. Nonzero Initial and Final Values ol' Target Trajcctory for Cases

7 and 8

i Ya. Y«.1
Q - 4.195 X 10-* 0.0000

2 0.0000 - 2.107 x 10-*rad
0.0000 + 8.165 x 10-*p.u.

5 — 8.751 X 10-* 0.0000

a 0.0000 — 3.511 X 10"rad
0.0000 + 3.029x 10—·p.11.

¤ - 9.357 X 10-3 0.0000
E- 0.0000 — 3.785x 10-1166

12 0.0000 + 3.462 x 10-‘per un
13 + 6.219 X 10-* 0.0000

0.0000 — 3.151 X 10·'rad
Q 0.0000 - 2.861 X 10·*p.u.

' 17 + 8.903 X 10-* 0.0000

E- 0.0000 — 3.444 X 10-*rad
20 0.0000 — 3.300 >< 10-*p.u.
21 + 6.366 X 10-* 0.0000
22 0.0000 —- 3.582 x 10-*rad
24 0.0000 — 3.423 x l0·*p.u.
25 + 5.801 X 10-* 0.0000
26 0.0000 — 3.909 x 10-*rad
28 0.0000 — 2.073 x 10·*p.u.
29 ' — 2.016 X 10-* 0.0000
30 0.0000 · 1.381 x 10·‘rad
32 0.0000 + 5.090 x 10-*p.u.
33 — 1.224 X 10-* 0.0000
34 0.0000 — 1.045 x 10·‘rad
36 0.0000 + 1.113 x 10-*p.u.
37 — 7-139 ><
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Chapter 6

Fast Dynamic State Estimation

Introduction

This chapter will deal with the problem of fast dynamic state estimation for the

excitation and speed-governing systems. The previous chapter dealt with the controller

behavior and performance assuming an ideal estimator, i.e., state feedback and compu-

tation of the adaptive vector term made use of the exact values of the state variables at

all times. In the actual implementation of the controller, however, direct measurements

are limited to the elements of the output vector and to the controller state variables

contributed by the largest generator. The remaining state variables must be estimated

in real time from the results of phasor and field voltage measurements. In this chapter,

the performance of a decentralized state estimator scheme will be evaluated through

simulation. Some background theory will also be presented.
S
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The use of decentralized state estimators has been proposed earlier in reference [73]

where fast dynamic estimators were required for control purposes. Also, extension of

the linear Kalman filter theory to the nonlinear estimation problem by including the

state residual vectors in the prediction step has been implemented earlier in actual lab-

oratory set-ups [75,76].

The question of varying the phasor measurement rate as it affects the combined

controller-estimator will be addressed in particular. This is motivated by the apparent

conflict between the need for high estimation rates and upper limits imposed by present

measurement devices. Time curves from the simulations involving actual state variables

and their estimates will be presented at the end of the chapter.

Time-Discretization of a Continuous- Time System

Consider a continuous-time system described by the following matrix differential and

algebraic equations:

X= AX + ß;U + LJ (6- 1)

Z =HX(6-2)

where .

X = n state vector

_U = r control vector
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[ = n residual vector

Z = q measurement vector

A = n x n constant feedback matrix

ß = n x r constant control matrix

1,, = n x n identity matrix

E = q x n constant measurement matrix

A direct extension of the discussion in reference [82] shows that an equivalent discrete-

time representation can be found as given by the followir1g state transition and output

measurement equations:

X(k + l) = $l2X(k) + HLU(k) + L”j(k) (6.3)

Z(k + 1) = HX(k + 1) (6.4)

where X(k), .U(k), _[(k), and Z(k) are the values of the corresponding continuous-time

vectors sampled at the kth i11stant of time. The state transition matrix Q, control tran-

sition matrix ff, and residual transition matrix [ have the same sizes as the corre-

sponding conti11uous·time matrices. They are computed as follows:

Q = exp(AT) (6.5)

T
Hi = (Io exp(A·c) d·:)ß (6.6)
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7
II = (I ¢x1¤(A=) dt) (6-7)

0

Computation of Hi and [ assume that _(Z(k) and [(k) remain constant over the interval

T between successive time steps.

In Taylor's Series form, the three transition matrices are equal to

.. L 2 L 3Q- 1,, + (A7) + 2, (AT) + 3, (AT) + (6.8)

1:- 1,,T + %·—(AT2) +
%(4’7’)

+ %·(A3T"') + (6.9)

Eli = 17.12 (6.10)

Discrete- Time Kalman Filtering

Appendix B presents an adaptation of the state estimation theory presented in refer-

ence [83] to a form directly applicable to the present problem. The results shown on the

Appendix will be used directly to design a filter that will estimate the state variables of

an individual excitation or speed·goveming system from given measurements under as-

sumed levels of state disturbances and measurement noise. The state vector estimate at

the (k+ l)th time step is given by

2ll(k+ 1Ik +1)=X(k +1|k)+K(«>¤)[Z(k+ l)—11£(k+ lIk)] (6.11)
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where the predicted state estimate is

22(k+ 1Ik)=s12r?(/<I/<)+3w(/<)+II[°(/<) (6.12)

and Z(k + I) is the vector of measurements at the (k+ l)th time step.

K(c>o) is the steady-state solution to the following recursive formulas:

K(k+ l)=£(k+ lIk)HT [HE(k+ 1lk)HT+R]_l (6.13)

1Z(k + l lk) = £PB(k l k)$I2T + I§QIIT+ lf (6.14)

£(k+1Ik+1)=[I„—K(k+1)H] B(k+lIk) (6.15)

In Eqs.(6.l3) and (6.14), the matrices Q and R are the positive-defmite covariance ma·

trices of the state disturbance and measurement noise vectors, respectively, in the cor-

responding continuous·time equations:

X=AX+BlZ+l,,Q(r) +Q(1)] (6.16)

Z=I1X+2(1) -

_
(6-17)

where Q(t) and y(1) are the vectors of state disturbance and measurement noise. The

covariance matrices are

Q = E[Q(r)QT(r)] = E[Q(k)QT(k)] (6-18)

R = E[2(r)2T(r)] = E[2(k)2T(k)] (6-19)

Upon discretization in time,
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X(k + 1) = S12X(k) + §iZ.(l(k) + [j(k) + Mk) (6.20)

Z(k + 1) = HX(k +1)+ g(k +1) (6.21)

where

Mk) = IZQ(k) (6.22)

Thus, the discrete-time covariance matrices are given by

E[12(/<)wT(/<)] = E[1IQ(k)QT(k)IIT]
= IIE[Q(k)QT(k)]IIT (6.23)

=1:g1:T

and

E[y(k)y T(k)] = R (6.19)

Assuming time-invariant covariance matrices Q and R, the above equations are true for

all k = 0,1,2,... .

In Eq.(6.14), J, is the assumed covariance matrix of the sum of the discrete-time filter

input and residual terms. Applying the results of Appendix B,

1,«= E[¤.J] (6-24)

where

A
e, = [HLU(k) + L“_[(k)] — [)Kll(k) + L'„[(k)]

’
(6.25)

I
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and _Q(t) is the deterministic portion of the known input vector to the Kalman filter.

Thus,

1,: E{[l'j(k) — 1;g(k)][i;f(1«) - l§[(k)]T}
A A T T , (6.26)

= EE{[[(k) —lU<)]l;[(/<) —jU<)] }lÜ.

As assumed in Appendix B, 1 and Lw are independent stochastic processes with zero

means, i.e.,

E[z(/dmT(k)] : 0 (6.27)

E[1(k)] : 0 (6.28)

E[w(k)] = 0 (6.29)

for all j,k = 0,1,2,.... The use of a constant gain matrix corresponding to the steady·

state solution of the recursion formulas allows several advantages to be realized. Firstly,

real·time computational requirements are reduced as the gain matrix need not be re-

computed at every time step. Secondly, the conventional covariance Kalman filter as

described by Eqs.(6.1l)-(6.15) is susceptible to numerical instabilities and will have dis-

astrous effects on controller performance if the instabilities occur in real time. Use of a

constant gain matrix allows the numerical instabilities to be avoided in the off-line

computations. More will be said about this in a latter section of this chapter.
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Kalman Filtering on an Excitation System

This section will discuss necessary steps to carry out the computation of the filter gain

matrix in the estimation of excitation system state variables.

As discussed in Chapter 4, the differential equations that apply to an excitation system

are given by the following.

rg = -% (E, - V,) (6.30)
7

V,=%1·|Ä — V„+ ( — Vw VZ + V„r+ V3)/6.,] (6-31)

In situations where the regulator voltage is at its upper or lower limit,

V, = 0 (6.32)

Vz = J- lg-
[ Vr

_
(Se + Ke)Efd] — Vz (633)

Tf T,

· 1
Efd = 7* I:V,C

The introduction of random process and measurement noise will be considered later in

this section. Prior to that, use of the deterministic Eqs.(6.30) to (6.34) does not alTect

the subsequent discussion.

Using incremental changes from prefault values as state variables,
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XI = AIX! + B7_U7 +f7 + hjghgpgrdcr mms (6-35)

whcrc

-}
”

Tr 0 0 0

" Ka i '" Ka
0

Ta Ta Ta

A' = (6.36)
Kr 1 ‘ Kr

0 —— —— ———[K+S'1 6-'7}7-3 7} D7- °
¢( + e E60]

0 ä 0 %[1<,+ S!(l + 6,-%)]

KBI= [0 0 0]T (6.37)
a

XI= [AV), AV, AV, AEMJT (6.38)

u' = V, - (6.39)

AEg’=
[(-7% 0 0 0]T (6.40)

r
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and S}, E}, are the prefault values of the saturation function and field voltages respec-

tively. The superscript "I" for the matrices denotes quantities evaluated at the prefault

operating point of the given generator.

Observability Analysis. Reference [94] formally proves the possibility of divergence of

the Kalman filter if the matrix pair (A, H) from Eqs.(6.l)-(6.2) is not observable. Refl

erences [89,96] state that for the system of Eqs.(6.l)-(6.2), the state vector X is observa-

ble from the given measurements Z (assuming known filter inputs and residual terms) if

and only if the observability matrix M given by

M: [HTATHT(AT)2HT

(AT)n—lHT]hasrank n. In the present case,

AT- A"- (AST 11= E0 0 0 1] (6-42)

i.e., the field voltage E,,, is assumed to be the measured quantity. Since q = I, it is suf-

ficient to establish that M is nonsingular for observability. From the previous section,

G11 0 00**21

**22 **26 0

,1* = (6.43)

**61 **62 **66 **64

**41 **42 0 **44

where a„ denotes nonzero elements of the matrix. It is noted that
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az} = a23 = ‘ (T) (6.44)
0

The square of the matrix A' is given by

bll b1z bis b14
0 bzz bzs bz4

11* z(A ) = (6.45)

0 bsz bss b34
A 0 b4z b4s b44where U

biz = alla2l + a22a2lbsz = bzabzz + bssbzs
b

_ (6.46)14 — a2la42ba4 = a23a42 ”

The last set of identities made use of direct matrix multiplication and took into account

the existence of zero entries in the matrix A'. The entries b„ denote elements of the
matrix (A”)* which are not necessarily equal to zero. From the most recent results,
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C11 C12 C13 C14

0 C22 C23 C24

(A"? = (6.47)
0 C32 C33 C34

0 C42 C43 C44

where, after once more taking into account the presence of zero entries,

= + + lC14 C21C42(C11 C22 ) @48)C34 = a23a42(a22 + C33 + 1)

At this point, n = 4. The columns of the matrix M correspond simply to the fourth

colurrms of1,,, A", (A")*, and (A")° as indicated by the measurement matrix H. Thus,

0 0 bl4 C14

0 C42 C24 C24

M=(6.49)

0 0 b34 C34

l G44 bu C44

and

dCt M= ( " l)( — a42)(bl4c34 " C34C14) = C42(C14C34 — b34cl4) (6-50)
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Since a,, = a„,

bl4 = b34 = C21C42 (6-5l)

Therefore,

2dä M= C42C21C42(C34 — C14) = C42C21C21C42(Css " C11) (6 52)3 2 *
= a42a2l(a33

‘ C11)

Thus, if Gu = du (i.e., if 7} = 7}), M is singular and the excitation system state variables

are not observable from the E„ measurements only. From the excitation system data

shown in Chapter 3, no generator satisfies this unobservability condition. Thus, the

state variables ofeach excitation system are completely observable from the field voltage

measurements.

Order Reduction and Scaling of Variables. At this point, it is worth mentioning that the

state estimation scheme presented earlier in this chapter (conventional covariance filter)

is susceptible to numerical instabilities [92]. The process of propagating the f1lter gain

matrix K}(k) and the covariance matrices £(k+ llk) and £(k+ lIk+ l) may yield

grossly incorrect estimates as the value of estimation step k increases for an ill-

conditioned estimation problem. The incorrect estimates, when used by the controller

for feedback, amount to unstable operation. Thus, reliable estimator performance is of

paramount importance.

The problem of numerical instability is mitigated for the most part by performing the

computations of the filter gain matrix off-line (i.e., use of the steady-state solution).

Measures to ensure convergence (such as scaling of variables) and convergence criteria

check (such as the positive-deliniteness of the covariance matrices) can all be enforced
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in the off-line computations. The use of the actual state variables in the state estimator

cause the largest and the smallest nonzero elements of the resulting feedback matrix to

differ from each other by several orders of magnitude. It has been observed that this

situation gives rise to serious numerical problems. This observation can be explained

through Eqs.(6.l3) to (6.15). References [92,93] state that for a matrix 2= §T_,$, the

condition number x(§) given by

U1¤<(5) =q (6-53)

determines the stability of the inversion process of 2. In the expression for x(_$), 6, is

the largest eigenvalue of 2 while 6,, is the smallest eigenvalue of the same matrix. The

higher the value of x(§), the greater the chances of numerical instabilities are in the

computation of 2**. Inspection of Eqs.(6.l3) to (6.15) shows how a large condition

number for the state transition matrix Q can easily lead to a correspondingly large con-

dition number for the quantity [LLE(k + lIk)H’ + R]. Use ofa feedback matrix A with

a large condition number in turn causes a similar behavior in the transition matrix Q.

The use of scaled variables in the real·time estimation of actual state variables allows

the use ofa feedback matrix with improved numerical properties and amounts to a linear

transformation of the original state variables.

Detine the diagonal transforrnation matrix gg as
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0 az 0 0

1 = . . (6.54)

0 0 ... Gi 0

0 0 0 0:,,

where oz, = scale factor for xl. Letting X, denote the vector of scaled variables,

X, = MI =[u1x{ 6:2::; unix! a„.x,{]T (6.55)

where X' is the vector of original state variables. Assuming that the original differential

equations are described by
·

X' =
„1’x’

+
ß’u

+[' (6.56)

the corresponding equations for the scaled variables are given by

X. = m’6"X’ + 611’u+ gf (6 57)
= A.X6 + B6'] +5

With the original feedback matrix given by
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G11 G12 Gu Gln

G2] G22 ... dzi . . . Gzn

A' =
i

. . (6.58)
ßai aaz aaa am

V am an: am am

the corrcsponding scaled feedback matrix is
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L L LGu az G12 ai ali an Gln

(X2 (12 az
G22A,.

= (6.59)

,411 ail az ai2 aii an ain

a„ 0:,, an
gan1 ganz ann

Here, it is noted that the diagonal elements remain unchanged while the off-diagonal

elements can be adjusted as needed through the use of appropriate scale factors.

The scale factors and an approximation used to improve the numerical characteristics

of the excitation system feedback matrix will now be discussed. An observation can be

made pertaining to the diagonal element a„ ( = :TL) ofA'. It is relatively large as 7],

the rectilier time constant is relatively low. Moreover, no amount of state variable

scaling can change the value of this diagonal element. An exarnination of the excitation

system model, however, reveals that the first state variable K lags the generator terminal

voltage E, by the small time constant 71 only. Thus, treating the variable AK as a

measured input to to the state estimator (equal to AE,) instead of a state variable ap-

pears to be a good approximation. The measurement and approximation errors intro-
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duced by this step may be modelled as part of the state disturbances. Moreover, the

order of the state estirnator will be reduced (n= 3 instead of n= 4).

An observability analysis was performed on the fourth-order excitation system in the

previous section. Since assuming AK = AE, amounts to making an additional measure-

ment on the same excitation system, the third-order model of Eqs.(6.60)-(6.61) remains

observable.

Non-unity scale factors were used to bring the non-zero elements of the feedback

matrix within an order of magnitude from each other. Treating AK as a measured input

and enforcing a renumbering of state variables and scale factors, the equations assumed

in the design of the state estirnator for the excitation system are

X = AX+ B.U +[ (6-60)

·Z = HX (6-61)

The state vector is

X: [ulm/, 6,AV, «,AE,,,]T (6.62)

with

(X1 = L0 , (12 = , G3

=Themeasurement vector is a scalar given by

Z = AE,-d (6.64)

Thus, the measurement matrix is given simply by
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H= [0 0 IJT (6.65)

The modified feedback matrix is given by the equation

A. = Moe" (6.66)

where

Gl 0 0

g, = 0 az 0 (6.67)

0 0 (X3

a22 az: 0

AO
= (132 G33G34an

0 *144

The non-zero entries ofAP are identical to those ofA' shown in equation Eq.(6.43). The

control input signal is assumed known to the estimator. Moreover, measurements on

the generator terminal voltage magnitude are assumed to be available and equal to K,

(i.e., AV, = AE,). Thus,

gg = [V, AE,]T (6.69)

The control matrix is therefore
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bm bm

E = 0 0 (6.70)

0 0

where

b — — oz -1%-
' (6 7l)IN 1 Ta '

The residual vector[represents the higher-order terms in the Taylor's Series expansion

of the nonlinear excitation system equations and inaccuracies in the computed feedback

matrix due to changes in the operating point of the excitation system. It is determined

in real time by subtracting from the known time derivatives of the state variables ( based

on the current value of the vector estimate ) the corresponding terms determined by the

linearized matrices.

Discrete-Time Equations. The next step in the determination of an appropriate filter

gain matrix is the discretization in time of the continuous-time differential equations.

This is accomplished through the application of Eqs.(6.5) to (6.10) to the continuous-

time matrices of Eq.(6.60). It is pointed out at this point that if random state disturb-

ances are present in the state equations, then the residual vector itself is a random

quantity. This matter will be discussed next.

The deterministic continuous-time equations corresponding to the scaled variables of

Eqs.(6.60)-(6.61), upon discretization in time as indicated by Eqs.(6.3)-(6.10), result in
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X(k + I) = QX(k) + }HZ(k) + Mk) (6.72)

Z(k + 1) = HX(k + I) (6.73)

In the presence of random state disturbances and measurement noise,

X(k + l) = £I2X(k) + }ILU(k) + Mk) + Mk) (6.74)

Z(k + l) = HX(k + 1) + y(k) (6.75)

In the equations above, Mk) and y(k) are zero-mean gaussian random disturbances as-

sumed to exist in the physical excitation system and field voltage measurement equip-

ments. The random number Mk) also represents in part the small tirne—discretization

errors introduced by Eqs.(6.8)-(6.10). These equations show the transition matrices to

be exactly equal to their corresponding infinite series. Limitations imposed by actual

computing devices, however, prevents this exact computations to be carried out.

Moreover, the computation of L, the residual transition matrix, assumed a constant

value of“_[(k) between t,, and tm, which is not true for the corresponding continuous—tirne

system. The random number _v(k) represents the measurement noise that is expected to

exist for any measurement device.

In the simulations, each of the nine excitation systems is assumed to have its own state

estimator. The state disturbance covariance matrix is defined as

E[w(k)wT(/<)] = Q (6 76)
E[m(/<)wT(/<)] = EQIIT

and the measurement noise covariance matrix as
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R = E[x(/<)zT(k)] (6.77)

Moreover,

1,= E{II1;f</<> — 1Ü.!U<)][Ü(/<) - Qt/0JT}
A A TT=

lIE{[[(k) —,[U<)][[(/<) —jU<)] }[

as shown earlier.

The simulation program assumcd time-invariant and identical
g’s

and
,l’s

for all of the

nine excitation systems. These were the diagonal and positive~del'1nite matrices

~ 1.0 X l0°2 0 0

_ 1 -2
Q -?

0 1.0 X 10 0 (6.79)

0 0 3.0 X 10-2

and

lf = IIQIIT (6.80)

i.e., it was assumed that

Eli? -!JEf
—[J’} =2 (6-80

Thus, the components of_w(k) are assumcd to be statistically independent of each other.

Since only one measurement is performed for each excitation system, the matrix R also

~
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contains only one element. Assumed values of measurement standard deviations for

each of the nine excitation systems corresponded to about 4.5 per cent of the prefault

large·signal field voltage per-unit value. Denoting this standard deviation by 6,, for the

ith generator and the element ofR by 6§,, the assumed measurement noise levels are

6,, = 8.9245 x 10**

- 6,, = 1.1492 x 10**

6,, = 1.1186 x 10**

6,, = 1.0820 x 10**

6,_, = 1.4932 x 10** (6.82)

6,, = 1.1096 x 10**

6,, = 1.0674 x 10**

6,, = 1.0127 x 10**

6,, = 1.0624 x 10**

As shown in the state estimate Eqs.(6.11) and (6.12), the predicted state estimate

X(k + 1 Ik) makes use of the present estimate X(k I k), the known input to the state esti-

mator _U(k) and a random residual vector j(k) . This residual vector is computed in

real-time as
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A

A . A[(/<) = X(¢;,) — AX(l< I /<) — ßLU(/<) (6-83)

The derivative estimate X(t,,) is computed using the continuous-time Eqs.(6.60)·(6.6l)

with X(t) = X(k I k). Thus, the mean value of(k) is equal to _[(t,) and is non-zero.

Later in this chapter, results of simulated state estimation on the nine excitation sys-

tems of the test system using the assumed third-order model will be.presented.

Kalman Filtering on a Speed-Governing System

The continuous·time differential equations of a third-order speed governor are shown

in Chapter 4. Measurements ou any of these three state variables will not be assumed

thus ruling out the design of a third-order state estimator. This dilemma, however, can

be resolved by incorporating one of the swing equations into the speed-govemor

equations and designing a fourth-order state estimator. The additional state variable in

this scheme is the rotor speed with respect to a synchronously rotating frame of refer-

ence. lt will also be assumed to be the measured quantity.

Thus, the initial system of equations to be considered for the state estimator would

be
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Pw = {T (Cow — Pw) (6.84)

P6v=7%‘(Ps+Poc—PW— Pcv) (6.85)

In cases where PGV is at its upper or lower limit,

PGV = 0 (6.86)

Physical constraints are also imposed on the time rate of change of PG,, . At these op-

erating points, the time rate is constant, i.e.

PGv=Pä5 (6.82)

Of

-1*66 =
P8$w’“

(6-88)whicheveris applicable.

Pmrzcu = (pcv — P1v11ac1—1) (689)

6=j(PMEc„ — PE)—%(«·—«».,.) (6.90)

where wu is the system center-oflangle. In matrix form,

X' =
A’x’

+ B11!
+[’

(6.91)

z'=u'.r' (6.92)
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The equations above do not include the state disturbances and measurement noise which

must be accounted for in the computation of the filter gain matrix. Tl1is simplification

is justified in the early part of this section as the use of the deterministic equations above

do not affect the subsequent observability analysis. Here, the residual vector[Y is non-

zero only for the cases where PGV or its derivative assume their ceiling values and where
I

the effective system frequency mq, is not equal to the system synchronous frequency.

Otherwise, it will be shown shortly that the speed-governor model is basically linear if

the electric power output is treated as a measured input to the estimator. ln the

equations above,

z' = w = [0 0 0
1]X’

(6.94)

_U = [P, APE]T (6.95)

— 1 C6

— I — l
0

1 1 0 0Ts Ts

A' = (6.96)

l — l0 1 1 0Tcu. Tcu

l — D0 0 M M
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0 0

l—— 0Ts

ß' = (6.97)

0 0

— l0 M

11’ = [0 0 0 1] (6.98)

P, is the known control input signal to the speed govemor. APE may be computed from

the results of (phasor) measurements on the generator terminals (voltage and current

magnitudes and angles) or measured directly using present measuring devices. More-

over, w, the relative speed of the generator rotor with respect to the synchronous system

frequency can also be measured USlIlg phasor measurement technology.

Ohservability Analysis. The matrix pair (AQH') must satisfy the observability criterion

before a fourth-order state estimator based on Eqs.(6.84)~(6.92) can be designed. Since

n= 4 and q= l in this case, it is sufficient to establish that the observability matrix M is

nonsingular where
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Following the same general procedure of the preceding section, °

G11 0 O G14

G2] G22 0 0
l

A’
= (6.100)

0 G32 G33 0

- 0 0 G43 G44

where the A„'s denote the nonzero elements ofA,'. Also,

**11 **12 **1s 0

0 **22 **23 **24(4">’= (6101)
**61 0 **sa **64

**41 **42 0 **44
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C11 C12 C13 C14

C21 C22 C23 C24

(AIT)3 = (6.102)
C31 C32 C33 C34

C41 C42 C43 C44

The b„’s and c„’s denote elements which are not necessarily zero. Therefore,

0 0 0 Cl4

0 0 b24 C24

M=(6.103)

0 a43 b34 C34

1 G44 b44 C44

where

C24 = ¢'32¢43
C14 = C13“43 (6.104)

C13 = a21a32

The determinant of the matrix M is therefore
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det M= ( ·· l)(¤43)( — b24)(¢14) = a43b24cl4
= (a43)(a32a43)(bl3a43) = a43a32a43a2la32a43 (6.105)

= (¢43)3(¤32)2(¢21)

Using the known values of the initial feedback matrix,

1 3 1 2 -1d t M = —— —— * 6.1069 (M)(TCH)(T3) ( )

Thus, M is nonsingular and the speed-governing system state variables are observable

from the speed measurements ( assuming that P,, APE, and [7 are known ).

Scaling of Variables. The following continuous-time equations are to be used by the

state estimator of the speed-govemor to improve the numerical characteristics of the

feedback matrix.

X=AX+ß_U+[ (6.107)

Z = HX (6.108)

The state vector is given by

X=
¤X’ (6.109)

where ·
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I
al 0 Ü 0

0 az 0 0

an = (6.110)

0 0 G3 0

0 0 0 a4

The scale factors uscd arc

The mcasured output for the estimator is

Z = 21,,1,6 (6.112)

The scalcd rcsidual vector is

[= 11/
° (6.113)

Finally, the scaled matrices are

A = zAIa—l (6.114)

E =
¤ß’

U
(6.115)

H=[0 0 0 l]=HI (6.116)
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A discussion parallel to the previous section will now be followed. The continuous-

time Eqs.(6.l07)-(6.108) can be discretized in time, with random state disturbances and

measurement noise introduced as

X(k + 1) = $DX(k) + §£.U(k) + Qlk) + Mk) (6.117)

Z(k+ 1)=HX(k+ 1)+y(k) (6.118)

The covariance matrices are defined as

Q = E[Mk)mT(k)] (6.1 19a)

R = E[y(k)2T(k)] (6.1 l9b)

.l,»= lIE{Ü(k) —jU<)]|§[°(k) —j(/<)]T}1IT (6.1196)

Actual numerical values used in the simulations were

1.0 X 10** 0 0 0

0 1.0 X 10-3 0 0
Q = (6.120)

0 0 1.0 X 10-3 0

0 0 0 4.0 X 10-5

1; = [5.2915 X 10*3] (6.121)
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.Q= Q (6.122)

Use of a diagonal positive-definite matrix for Q once more assumes statistical inde-

pendence between the components of the state disturbance vector Mk). The assumed

covariance R of rotor speed measurements corresponds to a standard deviation ofabout

0.008 Hertz when the scale and conversion factors are both taken into account.

Results of simulated state estimation on the 9 speed-governing systems of the test

system will be presented later in this chapter.

State Estimator Simulation Results

The results of the previous sections of this chapter are incorporated in the simulation

program of Chapters 4 and 5 to test the behavior of the state estimator. Although the

controller itself is centralized in function, smaller decentralized estimators (one for each

excitation system and each speed govemor system) have been designed to operate inde-

pendently of each other. This is possible because an underlying assumption in the con-

troller implementation is the availability of phasor measurement systems that measure

power system state variables (generator terminal voltage and current phasors, intemal

machine voltage phasors, rotor speeds). Field voltage measurement schemes are also

assumed.

A component of the centralized controller state vector corresponding to generator

"i" is given by
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ws ‘ wm

AVyi .

M/" 6123

^Eraa

APGV,1
^PM1zcm

The first three state variables are made available either directly or indirectly by the

phasor measurements. The next four variables belong to the ith excitation system and

are estimated using the procedure presented in the section "Kalman Filtering on an

Excitation System". The last three, together with the rotor speed w, which acts as a

measured state, belong to the ith speed governing system and are estimated using a

similar filtering algorithm.

The last two sections dealt with the continuous-time equations assumed by each of the

Kalman filters. Scaled variables were defmed and used to improve the numerical prop-

erties of the recursive computations. Observability of the defmed states from the as-

sumed measurements have also been established for the corresponding continuous-time

equations. The existence of zero-mean gaussian random state disturbances and meas-

urement noise were irnplicitly assumed although the equations were expressed in a

deterministic way to carry out the observability analysis. Discretization of the

continuous-time equations for the scaled variables then followed. Assumed state dis-

turbance and measurement noise levels were also given. The computed steady-state filter
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gain matrices using the recursive formulas were then presented with numerical stability

of the computations established by checking the positive-defmiteness of the resulting

steady-state error covariance matrices. This section will present the results of the simu-

lation program incorporating both the controller and estimator algorithms.

Computation of the control input signals from the control law actually makes use of

the estimated state variables instead of the exact state variables. Thus, for the central-

ized controller,

1z=11"ß’E§s(6.) -1:.6-?(1).)J (6-124)

where X(t,) = X(k I k) and g,(t,,) is computed using Eq.(5.l2) with L(t) =L(t,,) ,

,;(t) = $(t,,) and [lt) =(t,,). The controller residual estimates are determined by applying

Eqs.(5.l4) and (5.15) again with X(t) = X(t,,).

The cases to be studied in this section are airned at determining the effects of de-

creasing the phasor measurement rate on the combined controller-estirnator. At this

point, three time rates will be defmed. The first, the control rate, assumed constant in

all of the study cases, is the rate at which the control input signals are updated. The

assumed rate here is 200 Hz. In-between the instants of time at which the control input

signals are updated, they are assumed to be constant. The second, the estimation rate,

is the rate at which a state estimator updates the value of its corresponding state vector
”_

estimate based on the current estimate, known values of the control input signals, and

the most recent results of the phasor measurements (which may have been obtained at

a much slower rate). For the study cases, the estimation rate was also chosen to be 200

Hz. The third, the measurement rate is the rate with which the synchronized phasor

measurement systems obtain new measurements for the state estimators., It is the effects
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of the variations of this rate which will be presented in this section. Five cases will be

considered as shown on Table 6.1.

Only the cases shown above will be considered as no noticeable change in the com-

bined contro1ler·estimator performance was observed for small changes in measurement

rates.

Figures 6.1 to 6.3 show the time behavior of some excitation system variables and their

estimates and some of the field voltage measurements as the phasor measurement rate

is varied from 200 Hz to 10 Hz for a typical generator. Generator terminal voltage

measurements, being part of the phasor measurements, are assumed to vary at the same

rate. On the other hand, the field voltage measurement rate was assumed constant at

200 Hz.

Figures 6.4 to 6.9 show the time behavior of some speed-govemor state variables and

their estimates as the phasor measurement rate is varied from 200 Hz to 10 Hz for a

typical generator. It is seen that as the measurement rate decreases, the state estimates

which actually constitute part of the feedback to the controller, are effectively time-

delayed represcntations of the corresponding actual state variables. This causes the

combined controller-estimator to introduce growing oscillations in the power system, an

undesirable effect of decrcased phasor measurement rate.
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Conclusions

This chapter presented the results of simulating the performance of the centralized

controller as affected by the independent decentralized state estimators (Kalman filters).

Feedback to the controller made use of the results of the phasor measurements and the

state estimators. The phasor measurements were in fact used by the state estimator

themselves. Thus, the phasor measurement rate directly affected the combined

controller-estimator performance.

It has been shown that as the phasor measurement rate decreased below about 20 Hz,

oscillations which grow with time began to appear in the power system, getting increas-

ingly worse as the phasor measurement rate decreased. These results may point to the

inadequacy of present measurement systems with rates of about 12.5 Hz. On the other

hand, satisfactory controller performance, achieved at moderately large measurement

rates, may provide an incentive to the development of faster measurement systems.

·
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Table 6.l. Variation of Phasor Measurement Rate

Case Number Phasor Measurement Rate
200 Hm

2 40 Hertz
3 20 Hertz

ww Hm
5 10.000 Hertz
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

The first part of this chapter will restate some of the major conclusions of the chapters

on the centralized controller and state estirnators. The second and last part will be state

some recommendations for future work related to the present work on optimal control-

lers.

From the simulation results of Chapter 5, it is concluded that the steady·state con-

troller formulation (t,= oo) is highly acceptable especially in view of the time-invariant

controller matrices.

Use of the approximate solution to the adaptive term gs(r) shown in Eq.(5.l2) which

substantially reduces both the offiline and real-time computation requirements of the

centralized controller, yields satisfactory controller performance.

In addition to the measurement of some power system state variables for feedback to

the controller, the field voltages of the generators must also be measured as illustrated
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in Case 3 (Chapter 5) where the solution to the Ricatti equation was very close to

singularity.

ln the presence of large state residuals, the effectiveness of the centralized controller

is reduced. Control of buses away from the generators is practically impossible, and a

trade-off is necessary between the controller sensitivity and its ability to reduce oscil-

lation amplitudes in the early stages of controller operation.

Choice of elements for the weighting matrix Q (for a constant R) in the cost function

requires care and off-line simulation studies. Choice of very low values for Q results in

poor controller performance while very large values do not necessarily improve control-

ler performance and only makes the computation ofK, more difficult numerically.

Simulation results of Chater 6 show the need for faster phasor measurement systems. .

lnfrequent measurements cause effective time delays to exist in the estimated and

measured controller state variables, thus causing delayed feedback to the controller. The

power system response gets worse as the delay increases, being characterized by un-

damped or even growing oscillations not present in the simulation studies of Chapter 5.

The simulation results ofChapter 6 show that the minimum requirement on the phasor

measurement rate (> 20Hertz) is not too far from presently existing measurement sys-

tems. Moreover, steady-state formulation (time step k = oo) of the Kalman filters

proved acceptable as long as the assumed process and measurement noise levels re-

mained constant. Use of steady-state formulation has several advantages and justifica·

tion :
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1. Numerical instabilities can be avoided in the off-line precomputations of the filter

matrices.

2. The recursion formulas yield the steady-state values after a fraction of a second.

3. Real-tirne computational requirements are reduced.

Recommendatious for Future Work. The following recommendations are made re-

garding future work on optimal controllers :

l. Use of reduced-order models in the representation of power system components to

minimize need for state estimators and to reduce the size of the controller.

2. Reformulation of the control problem such that the effective controller state vari-

ables are all measurable.

\ 3. Study of the optimal centralized controller for a large AC/DC system.

cl. Discrete-time formulation of the controller problem.

5. Reformulation of the control problem to include the system frequency in the output

vector. This may necessitate attaching ir1creased weights on the rotor speeds.

6. Study of controller performance subject to a more severe disturbance (e.g., one

which involves "islanding" of the power system).

7. Study of estimator performance subject to time-varying state disturbance and

measurement noise levels.
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Appendix A

Synchronous Generator Formulas

This appendix will derive three formulas corresponding to the synchronous generator

phasor diagram used in the paper. The subscript "i" denoting an individual generator

will be dropped.

(I). E,, the voltage proportional to field current, is given by

Er =· v,( - — ¤)E.¤¤s(6, — 6.)

From the phasor diagram, neglecting the very small armature resistance,

EI = E,cos(öq — 6,) + xdld (A.l)

Solving for Id,
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Id =
E, - E,c:;(6q — 6,) (A2)

From one of the algebraic equations,

EI = E',, + (xd - x'd)Id (A.3)

Substituting Eq.(A.2) into Eq.(A.3) and simplifying yields

EI = E',,( -3;%) — (1;)%
- l)E,cos(6,, — 6,) (Q.E.D.)

(2). P,, the generator real power output, is given by

P, ¤ sin(6, — 6,) — sin(26, — 26,)

The equivalent circuit shown on Figure A.l is implied directly from the phasor diagram.

Thus, ·

E,,E, _
PE = S1I1(Öq — 6,) (A.4)

From one of the algebraic equations,

Eq = E',, + (xq — x’d)Id (A.5)

Solving for 1,,, .

i
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(Eq — E'q)
I =-7*7* A.6
d (xq

_
x d)

( )

From the phasor diagram, neglecting the very small arrnature resistance,

Eq = E,cos(6q — 6,) + xqld (A.7)

Substituting Eq.(A.6) into Eq.(A.7) and solving the resulting equation for E, yields

6 6 ,4 6Eq=E'q(EI‘)—(-T-)E„¢¤S( q- „) ( -)

Substituting further Eq.(A.8) into Eq.(A.4), manipulating and using the trigonometric

identity of Eq.(A.9) yields the desired expression for the real power output.

sina • cosa = —%- sin(2a) (A.9)

E'qE» _ EE(xq — #,4) _
PE = -77 Sm(Öq — Ö,) — sm(2Öq ·—215,)(

3). QB, the generator reactive power output , is given by

EÄ E7 , . ,Q:·
¢¤¤(6,« — 6,) —7- [x.¢¤S (6, - 6,) + x',S¤¤ (6, - 6.)]

Üx!

Using the equivalent circuit shown in Figure A.l,

EqE, E} (A.l0)
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Substituting the expression in Eq.(A.8) for E, into Eq.(A.l0), collecting like terms and

using the trigonometric identity

1- cosza = sinza (A.ll)

yields the desired expression for the generator reactive power output

—-EE 6 *6 -6 +„« '2ö—ö)] ( Ev)Qr-— xd <=¤¤( qi „
pdxq

Exq¤¤S( q J ,rSm( q „ Q- - -
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Figure A.l. Voltage Behind q-Axis Synchronous Reactance
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Appendix B

Derivation of State Estimator (Discrete-Time)

Formulas

The following derivations are based mainly on the theory presented in reference [83].

The derivations, particularly those in the earlier parts of this appendix, follow mainly the

reference [83]. The latter part of the appendix is an adaptation and extension of the

theory. A consistent notation will be used throughout Appendix B. '

The Gauss-Markojf Fundamental Theorem

Reference [83] has proven the following basic theorem of state and parameter esti-

mation. Let
‘
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1 = n - state vector to be estimated

,1 = estimate of the state vector

Q = m - measuremem or observation vector _

Defme the moment matrices as

TQ = E(x-x ) (B- 1)

T
Cxß = E(2¢Q ) (B-2)

— E T B sQ — (QQ ) ( - )

and the error covariance matrix as

T

Then, if ,1 and Q are random vectors with moment matrices Q, Q,, and Q where Q

is nonsingular, the linear minimum mean square estimate ,1 of ,1 given the measurement

data Q is equal to

A -1I = QB!-”6 Q (B-5)

The associated error matrix Q of the estimate is

Q- x“-Cxßgü gxß (·)

If] in addition, it is true that
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; = £,„6£6" E(Q) (8.7)

then gi is the linear minimum variance unbiased estimate of; .

Case of Linear Observations

If the observation vector Q is related to gg by

Q = B.: + 2 (B.8)

where ß is an m x n matrix, and the vector 2 represents the noise or error in the meas-

urement process of Q then,

C,,6 = E|ZxQT] = E[x(ß-az + 10T]

= 1=I.r(.rTßT + rT)1 = Em T)8T + Em T) (B-9)
:;,,6 = c,„8T + ;;,,,

Also,

C6 = EEQQTJ = E[(B.x + 2)(Bz + 2)T]

=1zE<¤T)1zT+1:<.¤T)TßT+8E<¤T)+E(¤T) (B-w)
:6 =ß1:„ßT+c3"„ßT+ßc„„ + c„

Hence,
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E = Qofelä

= @,.6*+ c„„><1zc,6T+ c;§„6T+ Ext + c„>**1z (Em

and

T T T -1 T T <ß-¤¤>
= Q — (QB + QT)(BQB + QTB + B-QT + Q) (QB + QV)

State Vector and Noise Uncorrelated

If the observation error 1is statistically independent from the state vector 1,
u

cx, = o (6.16)

Thus, for the linear system Q = Q; + 1 ,

.2 = (:,.65(6c,.ß’+ ::.1**12 (B-14)

c,=c„—<c„65<1tc„6T+c„>**<c„ß’>* (B-15)

llsing the two matrix identities .

AßT(.C + 6,165** = (4** + 6T;;**6)**6*“r;** (6.16)

and
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(;;" + 621*6)** = rz- (6.17)

the estimate vector and error covariance matrix become

2 =
(g;;‘

+
6T.<;;‘6>"6’c;‘Q (8.18)

Q, =(.C§1+BT.C,ÜlB)—l (B.l9)

It can also be shown that i is the vector X wl1ich minimizes the average distance of the

data Q from the linear form QX. Let the scalar quantity Q be the quadratic form

cw=<¤1-e>’c:‘<ß6—e>+,1’c;‘6 · w-2<>>

Expanding Q(X),

Since all terms are scalar,

Q(1> =,gTBTCI1lZy — 2J6’c:‘¢z + 2%;*6 +1%:;*,1 um

Differentiating with respect to X,

¥= 26Tc,T‘6g — 2BT.C,TlQ + 2;;;*x (6.2s)
Z

Setting the right—hand side of the previous equation to zero,

BTCIU1; + £§‘,g = ßTc;‘¢z (6.24)

Ol'
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X e (11%;,7*11 +
c;‘V‘ßTg;‘Q

(6.25)

Thus, the value ofX which minimizes Q is identical to the estimate Q which minimizes

the diagonal terms ofQ; _;) provided the hypotheses of the set H, excluding Q, -» oo are

satistied. The set H represents the following set of hypotheses:

l. The moment matrix Q of the measurement noise y is available.

2. The inverse
_C;‘

is nonsingular.

3. Knowledge of the true state Q is unknown so that Q, —> oo .

4. The correlation between the measurement noise and the true state is zero so that

Q, = 0.

5. The optimal estimate Q ofQ is the linear estimator which minimizes the diagonal el-

ements ofQ = Q; _;,.

6. The measurements Q are related to Q by the linear equation Q = EQ + y.

Linear Observations With Unknown True States

If no information is available concerning the true state Q, it is reasonable to assume

that the diagonal elements of the moment matrix of Q are larger than any preassigned

number. Thus, —

Cov (Q) —» oo (B.26)

Since
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Q, = Cov(.x) + ggr (B.27)

where E is the vector of mean values of5,

fx —> oo (B.28)

I
from the fact that MT is just a matrix of constants. Another way of stating this condi-

tion is that there is an inlinite or unbounded uncertainty in the knowledge of the true

state 5. The estimate vector and error covariance matrix then become

2 = (BT.C,ÜlE)”lBT.C,ÜlQ (1;.29)

C, = (ßTQ;‘ß)" (12.60)

Use ofA Priori Estimates

This section will present the derivation of formulas which combine an old estimate j'

based upon r measurements, the old error matrix Q, with a new set Q* of measurements,

s in number, to obtain an estimate 5** which minimizes the variance terms of Q" where

m = r + s . The following linear relationship will be assumed for the first r measurements

(12.31)
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where y represents the uncertainty in the measurements. Assume that ($5)-* exists and

that the correlation matrix Q;. vanishes. Assume further that nothing is known of the

true state g so that $;* = 0. These are nothing more than the assumptions of the pre-

vious sections. The estimate j' which minimizes the diagonal terms ofQ; is

2’ = [BT’(Q)"Q’]"QT’(Q)"Q’ (6.32)

The error matrix is

7* -1 -1 .
Q? = Q} _,„, = [Q ’(Q) B'] (6.33)

Hence,

Ar r Tr r —l r
3: = QB (Q) Q (6.34)

and

(c;)".£'=6"(;;;)"Q' (6.33)

Let an additional set of data Q' be available, i.e.,

Q’
= 12*; +

t’ (6.36)

where

Q;. = 0 and Qß = 0 (B.37)

The last assumption ensures that the uncertainty in the f1rst r measurements is uncorre—

lated to the uncertainty in the new set of s measurements. Let m = r + s. Then,
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0* 6* 2*
= x + (B.38)Q: Bs xs

or

Q"' = Em.: + x"' (B.39)

Also,

Y?c;"= 612** 2**1 (2* 2*)]
xrx Tr xrx

TsUnderthe assumptions of Eqs.(B.37),

Q; 0

QT = (6.41)

0 ci

r -1(C2) 0
<c;")" = (B-42)

0 <c$)"

The optimal estimate using the m measurements is
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= [ßT'”(£C”)'1B'”]”l[BT'”(CC”)_1Q”] °

Hcncc,

<c£>" 0 ,
m -1 Tr Ts B(M = (B B X XE)0 <c:°>"

(:;;)**11* (BM)
= (BTr ETs)(

r)
<c$>"ß

= ta"<c:>"ß’ + BT‘(£$)"B’]’l

Also,

(1;;)* 0 Q,

0 <c:>"
(_C;)*lQ" (B.45)

= (BTY<c£>"a

= [BT'(C$)_lQ' + BT’(£;Y)“lQ’]

Rccalling that

c; = ta"<c:>"12’1" and <c;>"£' = 1z"<c:>"¢z' (B-46)
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we have

m _ r -1 Ts s -1 s -1Q — HQ) + B (Q) B 3 (6.47)

£"' = Q'”[(C§)"£’ + BT‘(£§)"Q‘3 (6.48)

Kalman Form Using A Priori Estimates

From the result shown as Eq.(B.48),

£"'=c,"'(c;>".£'+c,"6T‘<c$>"6‘ (6.49)

Defme the gain factor K as

r -1 Ts -1 s -1 Ts -1
(B'50)

=t(c.> +6 (ci) 61 6 (ci) ~

Using the matrix identity shown as Eq.(B.l6),

_ r Ts s r Ts -1K—C,,B [„C,Ü+ß.C,,B ] (8.51)

From the result shown as Eq.(B.47) and the matrix_ identity of Eq.(B.17),

Q"' = Qi — QB"[Q + ESQB
T‘3"B‘c§

(B.52)

Combining Eqs.(B.51) and (B.52),
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Q"' = Q — KB‘.C§ (6.63)

From Eqs.(B.49) and (B.53),

fm = (CZ KQ‘
B=6'-6622*+66
‘ 54*

Finally,

2*** = 2* + K(Q‘° — 6’2*) (6.66)

Some Identities On The Moment Matrices

The following identities will be used in subsequent sections of this appendix.

Identity 1:

E(2QT) = E(C,„gCg—lQQT)
:6,, =c,,,c;‘E(l2aT) (B-56)
C20 = -Cx9

Transposing, _

C5) = cl;
E(2QT)T = cl}, (B-57)
mitT) = cl,}
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Identity 2:

E<22T) = E<c„„c;‘22T)
gb = g;,,,,g„"E(Q2 T) by Identity 1 4);,58)
C4 = c„bc;‘c3$

Identity 3:

E<22 T) = E<c,bc„"22T)
Q4, = .C,„g.C,g—1E(Q.x T) 412.69)

cb, = c.bc;‘c..T.?)

From Eq.(B.58) and Eq.(B.59),

£2„ = C2 (B-60)

Discrete- Time Dynamic System Prediction (Special Case)

An important step in the linear Kalman filtering process is the prediction of the value

of the state estimate at the next time step $4*+, from the current value of state estimate

$,. This section of the appendix will deal with the above stated step. Current value of

time step will be denoted by the subscript "i". The results will be invoked and extended

in the section titled "Filtering for a Nonlinear System". Thus, given $,, the current state

estimate, and that
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;+1=§(i+ 1,1),;;+}:+1 (B,6l)

where

$(i + l,1’) = transition matrix of the sequence

,; = n-vector describing dynamic state at time ti

Ei = random n-vector representing perturbation at :1

IK1 = Elwmrl

and the following correlation conditions and random vector characteristics:

EQ;) = 0 , all i

U

E(w1MyT)= 0 . :+1
Emwjrl = 0

= 0 , all 1

an appropriate expression for $:7,,, the state prediction, will be found.

Treating the given estimate ii, as an observation ofig, ,

(6.63)

Thus,
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SL; = E(-I1+1£1T)(C,g)_la/11

= E([$(1 + 1.0:; + :;]2;T)(£;)“‘$1 (6.64)

By hypotheses,

E(w1$1T)= E($1w1T)= 6(412.:;’>

=.»1r6E(.:;:;T) + E(::;T>1 ‘
= 0

Hence,

EZ;.) =

$(1However,

C°‘1£1 = C’/L1 = Q1 (B°67)

and therefore,

$$1 = SU + l•Ü.C;;i(C,g)_l£; (8.68)
= $(1 + 1.02;
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' Error Covariance Matrix of Predicted State

The corresponding expression for the error matrix of the predicted state Eq.(B.68) of

the preceding section is given by
‘

::.*5,, = 1=1<£,&1 — ,1,+,11%,, - 1:,+0%
= E[(5(f + 1,021 — SU + Löxi — M(§(f + L1)-ii — SU + L1)-:1 — MT]

MESU + LOG; — M — M7)

= E[(§(f + Lücr — M(§(f + Uk; — M
T] (M9)

= ,211+ 1,·0E<«,J>s Tu + 1,0 — E[12,1;T§T(i+ 1,01
— E[§(i + !,0c1M] + E(Ma1T)

= 5(1 + 1,0g,5 T(1 + 1,0 — Tu + 1,0 — 50 + l,1)E(g;1yiT)+ LK;

Reference [83] has shown that subject to the correlation conditions of Eqs.(B.57),

JL = 0 .
0 (B.70)

E(w1£zT)= 0

Thus, fmally,

gg] = 5(1 + l,i)_Ci§T(i + 1,0 + gz, (12.71)
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State Estimate for the Next Time Step

Using the most recent set of measurements, the predicted state estimate of Eq.(B.68)

can be refrned to yield the state estimate for the next time step. This is accomplished

by using and adapting the Kalman form of Eq.(B.55) to suit the present objective. For

convenience, Eq.(B.55) is repeated.

2"' = 2* +
K(Q‘ — E2') (6.66)

In the present problem, the following substitutions are applicable (with s= 1):

2.. = sm

$5+1 = iv

Q =Q‘(6.72)

B

=where

Q=ß-Ka+1+1ä+1 (B·73)

{H. 1 = state vector at IICXI ÜIIIC step

yH.l = random IIICZSUICIIICIII I10lS€ q·V€ClOI‘ HI HCXI ÜITIG step

Q = most ICCCIII measurement VCCl0I'

l
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g+l = state vector estimate for the next time step

gal = prcdicted state estimate

Thus,

21+1 = $5+1 + Kw
—.

22.*+1) (674)

The matrix K is therefore computed at every time step as (following Eq.(B.5l))

K=
C1’+ 1ßTLü+ 1 + B.C{’+1BT]“‘ (6.76)

where

Zl+l = E[h+ Ma 1]

From Eq.(B.53), the estimate error covariance matrix at the next time step is

21+1 = 2*+1 — 1:112*+1 (B-76)

Steady-State Solution for the Linear Filter

As the value of the time step "i" in the previous sections approaches a very large value,

the covariance matrices Q and Q and the Kalman filter gain matrix K approach con-

stant steady-state values if the state disturbance and measurement noise covariance

matrices [K, and L are assumed constant. Therefore, for a system described by the state
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transition Eq.(B.6l), measurement Eq.(B.73), and estimate Eq.(B.74), the steady-state

solutions for the matrices are given by

p T p T -1KX, = CQOB [Z + BCOOB ]

Ci, = SU + lJ).C„,„,ST(i + LÜ + Ef (B-77)

:2.,. = cs;. — 1:...1%....**

following Eqs.(B.75),(B.7l),and (B.76). Moreover, IZ and Z are the assumed constant

covariance matrices representing the state disturbances and noise measurements. The

corresponding state estimate equation at steady-state is then _

:2+1 = Elli + K..„(Q — Bällil (12.78)

Filteringfor a Nonlinear System

This last section of the appendix wiil consider the question of state estimation for a

nonlinear system. The system state equations are assumed to be expressed as the sum

of a linear term, a random residual vector the relationship of which to the state vector

is unknown, and a random state disturbance vector which is distinct from the residual

term. Moreover, a measured quantity at any time is assumed to represent the sum of a

linear combination of the current state variables and the measurement noise. Use shall

be made of some equations from the linear filter solution wherever applicable. Under-

lying assumptions which can represent limitations to optimal performance of the esti-

mator will be brought out and related to the equations used for the estirnator itselfl In
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this connection, a semi—rigorous approach will be used. The final resulting equations are

used in this paper in the Chapter on state estimation.

The state transition equations are expressed as

,5,+1 = §(i + Li)5, + 5, + y, (B.79)

The measured quantities are given by the vector

Q=EIa+1+¥i+1 (B.80)

ln the state transition equations, the quantity sum y, represents the assumed total state

disturbance. At each time step, the vector 5, is actually unknown and only the values

of5, and 52, are available. Assuming that the random variables 5, and ,5, are uncorrelated

(which may not be true in reality), and utilizing Eq.(B.68), _

22., = .20+ 1.02,+ 2, (11.81)

The last equation makes use of the same noncorrelation and zer0·mean assumptions for

the components of the state disturbances. It was possible to decompose the predicted

state into two components as a result of the assumed statistical independence between

jf, and At this point, it is noted that the refinement of the predicted state vector 2;,,

using the most recent set of measurements is identical to that of the linear filter

(Eqs.(B.74) and (B.75)). It also follows that computation of the error covariance matrix

for the next state estimates from the error covariance matrix for the predicted states

should be identical to Eq.(B.76). The equations are repeatcd here for convenience.

$,+1 = ${11 + KU! — Bäflr) (6.74)
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1:+ c.*’+.0Tt12+. + 0.q”+.0TJ" 10.16)

:2... = :2.**.. — 1:0.<2’.. 10.16)

At this point, the only step left to be determined in the state estimation of a nonlinear
I

system is the computation of the error covariance matrix for predicted states from the

current values of the filter matrices. This necessary equation will be determined by ap-

pealing to the basic defmition of the covariance matrix. Thus,

In the last equation,

12... —11.+1)= Es11+ l.0£.+€.] — E.s11+ 1.02.+ 2.+ 2.1 10.20)

After substituting the last expression into Eq.(B.82) and making use of the noncorre-

lation assumptions between ,5,, 5,, and }g,, Eq.(B.82) simplifies to

::.1*.. + EE211 + 1.012. - 2012. — 2.)TsT11 + 1.0 + 2.2.T+ 12. — 2.)12. — z.)TJ (B-84)

:;.1.. + 011 + 1.00112. — 2.)12. — .2.)T1.s T11 + 1.0 + 0L2.2.T1 + E[.€r€rT]
(B B5)

= $(1 + l,i)_C.§T(i + 1,1) + .1,

where

·= ~+ E TL L? [LL L (6.21)
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The last equation is similar to Eq.(B.7l) except for the addition of the term E[g,;,T] in

Eq.(B.85). This term is the covariance matrix of the error in the estimate 2,. The four

Eqs.(B.74),(B.75),(B.76), and (B.85) correspond to the following steady-state solution to

the nonlinear filtering problem assuming non·time varying covariance matrices LZ, Z,

and ,l :

Ka, =C£„ET[Jf+B£i'„BT]“‘

Q; = $(i + l,1)_C„§T(i + 1,1)+ J _ (B.88)

::1,.. = ci; — 1<.,.16<:....”

The state estimate equations are

6%+1 =$„’l1 + K„(ä— &%’l1)
(B 89)

25,, =5(1+ 1,172,+ 2,

The chapter on state estimation of this paper will present simulation results based on

the fonnulas justilied in this appendix. To reconcile the unidentical notation used in this

appendix and in the Chapter on state estimation, equivalent expressions between the two

notations are shown on Table B.l.
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Table B.l. Equivalencc er Chapter 6 and Appendix B Notations

Appendix B Notation Chapter 6 Notation

so + In Q

L. X(k I k)
L Hiülk) + Ulk)

I>
Xu« I Io

gr, X(k + 1 Ik)
L Mum + I:?<k>
M Mk)

K wo
M [U
L D
Qt, B(k + l lk)

ge, B(k+lIk+l)

1<<I<+I>
KI., K<·>¤>

’
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Appendix C

Derivation of Control Equations

These derivations will be based mainly on the work done in references [77,80] utilizing

the variational approach and Pontryagin’s maximum principle. The general results of

reference [80] will be invoked initially. The work in reference [77] wiH then be extended

slightly to account for the residual term in the output equation.

Given the nonlinear system of dilferential equations

Xu) =E(X(¢)„ uu). r) (C-1)

and the cost function

I
J(u) = ¢>[X(9), 9] +

_|‘
uu), r] dr (C-2)

to

The Hamiltonian J? is given by
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av = JIZXO), 110)„ rl + BTO)[E(XO), UO), 1)] . (6.2)

where B(!) is the costate vector of Lagrange multipliers. The optimal conditions are

xt:)BO)
= :,5% (6.4)

Q=The
final condition (at 1,) for the state and costate vector is

Efg) = Q (6.6)

In the present problem,

E(X(1). f1(1)·
I)

= AXO) + BHO) +[O) (C-6)

ZEXO), 1zO)„ rl = uTO)RuO) + [XO) — X„rO)lTQ[XO) — XaO)] (C-7)

where

xO) = CXO) + sO)

and

d>lÄX(g)„ gl = [Hg) — X,,(g)lTH[X(g) - X„(g)l (C-8)

Thus, the Hamiltonian is given by
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af
'=

[CXU) + 6(0 — Yd(¢)]TQ[ CXU) + S0) — X„:(!)] I

+ ä- [.UT(f)R.U(¢)] + BT[AX(¢) + BUG) +[(¢)] (C-9)

J? = —ä— Ex TQCXU) —X+

g [XT(¢)CTQ6(¢)] - g LxI<¢>Q6<¤>J

+ -;r [6T(¢)CTQCX(!)] + %- [6T(!)Q•S(!)]

— [6T(¢)QY4(!)] + é [.UT(¢)R.U(¢)]

+ £T[AX(r)] + zrtßuml + 12T[gm] (6.:0)

Applying the necessary optimal conditions, °

X(:) = = AX(r) + B_U(:) +j(:) (C. 1 1)

am=

- CTQCXU) + CTQY40)

·· A TE(r)
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= - CTQCX0) + CTQXA0) — CTQ-S0) — A T20) (C-12)

Q = 5%% = 1ay(1) + (6.13)

Ol'

_Q·(t) = — R-lBTlZ(t) (6.14)

The augmented state and costate equations upon substitution of equation (C.l4) into

equation (C.l l) results in

Xu) _ A — BR”lBT [xm] 10)
[Em]

—[ _ CTQC _ A r + CTQMI) _ CTQÄI) (C15)

The solution of the differential equation for X(:,) and B(t,) has the form

Xw) xn) y 10)
dt (C16)

Applying the required fmal conditions,

6( ä [6w)xw) + sw) — XAw)]TH[ 6w)Xw) + sw) — X„w)])

ÜXW)
— 2w) = Q

Ol'

.2. ,Bw) = MW) E ] (C-17)

·
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where

[
·
] = % XT(9)CTHCX(9·) —

äXT(9)CTHXA9) —
ä L;(9)HCX,;(g)

+ Q xI<q>Hx„<q> + Q xT<)>¤’H¤„<)> — Q 1c,<)>H1()>

+ %· :T(9)Hs(7) + J; ¤T(9)HCX(9) —
% §T(Ü)H-YÄÜ)

Thus, ·

.. T L TB(g) — C HCX(y) —
2 C HZd(y)

- Q- cTHy„,(1f) + Q- c’H,;(y) + Q- cTHT,;(y) (C.l8)

_For a symmetrical H matrix,

gw) = CTHCX(y) - cTHx„(q) + cTH,;(y) (A — 19)

Replacement of the integral term in equation (C.l6) by two functions50) and _/Q(t) and

partitioning the state transition matrix results in:

X(9) = ¢11(9„¢) ¢1z(9J) [Xm] + 50) (C20)
EW) ¢>21(y,¢) ¢>2z(9„¢) B0) ß(¢)

or
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Bw) = ¢>zi(w)X(r) + d>„(w)B(:) +50) (6.22)

Substitution of120,) as given by (C.l9) into (C.22) results in:

CTHCX(q) — 6TH1,,(q) + CTH,;(v) =

¢21(W)X(¢)+ ¢>rr(9„r)I30) +50) (6.23)

Substitution of (C.21) into (C.23) gives:

c’Hc£¢»„(q.¢)x(¤) + ¢»„(w>2<¢) +50)] — c’Hx..(q) + CTHs(w =

¢21(7J)X(¢)+ <i>rr(w)B(r) +50) (6.24)

Simr>11Fvi¤s„

I:CTHC¢12(vv') — ¢22(W)]B(') = [¢2l(9”vt) - CTHC¢11(9J)]X(¢) +

E¤TH1„<y> +50) - CTHC50) — CTH.s(y)] (6.25)

B0) = K0)X0) — g0) (6.26)

where

K0) = |ICTHC¢n(w) — ¢>„(g„r)]”‘E¢„(g,¤) — CTHC¢>„(y.:)] (6.27)

str) = [CTHC¢>iz(y„¢) — ¢>rr<w)]“‘
II — CTHl’,;(y) -50) + CTHC[}(t) + 6TH,r(r»]

(mg)
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Eq.(C.26) is the relationship needed for a direct solution approach. Substitution of

Eq.(C.26) into Eq.(C.14) and simplifying,

_Q*(t) = -
R'!BT[1<(i)X(t) — g(r)] (6.29)

Ll*(r) = R—1BT[g(r) — K(r)X(r)] (cw)

u'(r) = — R°1BTK(t)X(t)+ R_lBTg(t) (6.31)

To solve for K(t) and g(t), (19) is differentiated: _

Bo) = ktoxm + 1<(¢)X<=) — am (C-32)

Then (C.ll) is substituted into (C.32) and .U(!) is replaced by the
.U‘(:)

expression of

(C.3l):

EU) = K(¢)X(¢) + K(¢)[AX(¢) + BLZ(r) +[(r)] - g(r) = Ii’(r)X(:) +

K(t){AX(t) + BI: — R-1BTK(t)X(t) + R—lBTg(t)] +[(t)} — g(1) (C.33)

Using Eqs.(C.12),(C.26),and (C.33),

— CTQCX(t) + CTQL,(t) — CTQ.:(t) — A TE K(t)X(!) — g(f)] =

K(t)X(t) + K(t)[AX(t) - BR_1BTK(t)X(t)] +

K(t)BR'1BTg(:) + K(t)[(t) - g(r) (C.34)

Rearranging terms, ·
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[IA(1) + K(!)A — K(t)BR-1BTg(t) + CTQC
+ A TK(!)]X(l) +

E1<(1)ßR"ßTg0) + 1<(0;(1) — g<1>—- A Tg(1)— cTQ1.,(1> + cTQs(1)J

= 0 . (C.35)

The above equarion is samisiied when che quamiries inside each bracket is zero. Thus,

V

K(1) = — A TK(1) - K(1)A + K(1)BR”lBTK(t) - CTQC (C.36)

g(1)= - [A T- 1<(1)ß1z"ßT]g(1)- 6TQ1/„,(1) + 6TQs(1) (6.37)

From (C.26), az 1 = 1, ,

Bw) = 1<w)Xw) - gw) (C.38)

and from (C.l9),

CTHCXw) — Crülaw) + CTH-Sw) = Kw)Xw) — gw) (C-39)

Hcnce,

Kw) = CTHC (6.40)

and

gw) = CTHKX„w) — sw)] (6.41)
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Appendix D

Matrices of Partial Derivatives

This appendix will show the elements of the partial derivative matrices used in the

linearization process of Chapter 5. The notation to be used in Appendix 4 is consistent

with the notation of Chapter 5. _

Here,

NBUS = total number of buses in the power system = 39

NG = total number of generators in the system = 10

For a typical generator, there are 10 associated state variables. For the base case study

(Case l), the centralized controller has 9l state variables.

In the following, the sizes of the matrices of partial derivatives will be given together

with their nonzero elements. All other elements not mentioned should be understood

to be zero. The following subscripts will be adopted :
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i to denote a generator (l 5 i5 10)
j to denote a controller variable (1 5j5 91)

k to denote a power system bus (1 5 k 5 39)

The linearized controller state equation is given by

11:1 =

cz,.where·

ZU) = -G( 10). HU)- E1(1(¢))„ :i¤(Zt(¢)) )

E1 = [E11 E12 Eu Etl0]T

611 = [(611 ' öqlü) (6ez " öqlü) (611 ' öqlü) (ötl0 " öq10)]T

(1).Let L = 3:5%, a 91 x 91 matrix.

Nonzero elements ofL are given by (i = 1, 2, ...,9):

L[l0*(i-1)+ 1, l0*(i-1)+ 1]d0,l x di

L[l0*(i-1)+1, l0*(i-1)+ 2] = -% — 1>Eüsin(ö„_i — öqü)

L[l0*(i-1)+1, 10*(i-1)+7] =—-;

I

77461

L[10*(i-1)+ 2, l0*(i~1)+ 3] = 21: >< 60.0
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L[l0*(i-1)+ 3, 10*0-1)+ 1] = - 6,,,)

L[ l0*(i·l)+ 3, 10*0-1)+ 2] = - 6,,9]

-1-
Ii

(xqi
— — ö„_i)]]

L[10*(i-1)+ 3, l0*(i-1)+ 3] = (approximation)

L[l0*(i·l)+ 3, 10*0-1)+ 10] =
‘

LE 10*0-1)+4, l0*(i-1)+4] =
·

L[l0*(i-1)+ 5,

10*0-1)+4]L[10*(i-1)+5, 10*0-1)+ 5] =

10*0-1)+6]LI:

10*0-1)+ 6, 10*0-1)+ 5]=LE

10*0-1)+ 6, l0*(i·l)+ 6] = -%
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— K
L[l0*(i-1)+6, 10*(i-1)+ 7] = ——l [SEi(l + BciEfdJ) + KE;]

T1iTEi

L[10*(i-1)+ 7, 10*(i-1)+5] =%-
Ei

1„[1o·•·(1-1)+ 7, 10=•·(1-1)+ 7] = [SEi(1 + 19,,12,,,J) + KE,]
1

C .
L[10*(i-1)+ 8, lO*(i-1)+ 3] =

7,gL (approximation) 1
li

L[10*(i-1)+ 8, 10*(i—1)+ 8] = -3:.-L
li

L[l0*(i·1)+ 9, l0*(i-1)+ 8] = %·
3i

.L[ l0*(i-1)+ 9, 10*(i-1)+ 9] =Zl
Taz

L[10··(1-1)+ 10, 10·•=(1-1)+9] = 7,1-
CHJ

L[10*(i·1)+ 10, 10=•·(1-1)+ 10] =1TcH.i

For i = 10,

1„[91, 91] = x 610

(2).Let M=¤ä, a 91 x 18 matrix.
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Its nonzero elements are given by (i = 1, 2, ...,9) :

- - Kai
M[10*(1-1)+ 5, 2*(1-1)+ 1] = -73-

31

M[l0*(i-1)+9, 2·•·(1-1)+ 2] = 7L-
31

(3).Let N =
LG-, a 91 x 10 matrix.ÖE-

Its nonzero elements are given by (i = 1, 2, ..., 9) :

l![10*(i-1)+1, 1] ,- - 6,,-)
T66,1 X di q

" "

NEM): · 1)+3 (5 .-6 )(1- ,1 —
Mi x,di

sin qm ,m

+L - x’di)sin[2(öqm — 6,m)] (approximation)
M1 X dixqi

For i = 10, .

l![91, 10]ol

(4).Let 1'¤ gg, a 91 x 10 matrix.

Its nonzero elements are given by (i = l, 2, ..., 9) :

. . l X ' .I1Äl0*(1-1)+ 1, 1] =7;; [(*3;% — l)E,;]Sm(öq,-,1 — Öu,1)
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-
— E' ·E111[1o=•(1-1)+ 3, 1] 6,,,)]

21 E11

Fori = 10,

1 *610 .
1]:91, 10] sm(0 — Öu._l0)

ö ö
(5).Let Z=¤ -5ä- and K= -5%, both 10 x 91 matrices.

As stated in Chapter 5, nonzero elements of jf and K are contained in the _Q matrix

where

c, = — .z;‘1,

and

AB AZL A1 1-1 1+11 *1AQ AéLr Aéqr

In the above equation, ,1, is (2*NBUS) x (2*NBUS), ,1, is (2*NBUS) x 19, and Q is

(2*NBUS) x 19. 1Upon computation of _Q, the elements of Z and K are extracted as

follows :

Fori = 1, 2, ...,10 , -
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g[1, 10·•·(1-1)+ 1] = g;,|jNBus - NG + 1, 1]

_kK[i, l0*(i-1)+1] =_QlI:2*NBUS - NG + i, i]

Fori = l, 2,..., 9 ,

ZB, 10*(i·l)+2] =§ [NBUS - NG + i, NG+i]V I

_kK[i, l0*(i·l)+2] =_Cl[2*NBUS - NG + i, NG+i]
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